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Men
Successful
ways Have
Enemies

Al-

'

CITY EDITION

not we hear the dictator?" Asquith
BRIBE TAKER GETS 8 YEARS
went on: "The house of commons
Oakland Calif., July 24. Former
carried
a resolution in favor of the
Assessor
Dalton
P.
County
Henry
bill In 1910 by a large majority a nd
was sentenced today to serve eight
but for the death of King Edward"
years In the state penitentiary at
San Quentin, following his conviction
"Keep the king out of
politics;"
"Who killed him? You did," resoundof having accepted a bribe of $5,000
ed from the oppositon benches. Durfrom the Spring Valley Water com
pany, In consideration of which he
ing the next lull the premier resumed:
"But for the king's death and temwas to reduce the corporation's as
sessments
In this county. . The
porary truces" (cries of "a fright sort
PREMIER ASQUITH GREETED of truce!") It would have been press- LATE
RETURNS
SHOW
CHICAGO LUMBERMAN DECLARES $5,000 was to be part payment on
ENTRENCHMENT SYSTEM OF ATed at that session through all its
DriDe or $o,ouo. Halt on was
lotai
WITH CRIES OF TRAITOR BY
WON SATREPRESENTATIVE BOUTELLE
TACK UTILIZED BY NATIONAL
Stages.,
fTre constitutional confertrapped by the cooperation of the
ENEMIES
URDAY'S
ELECTION
TOLD HIM SO
GUARDSMEN
ence
Spring Valley Water company offic
proved that without a settlement an agreement was impossible.
ials and the district attorney.
RESUSEDTO HEAR SPEECH This bill was presented to the lords, TREMENDOUS VOTE WAS CAST
HE SPRINGS A SENSATION
FORCES SHOWED UP WELL
it was laid asldo In favor of an alterGAVE L.'FE FOR CATS
native scheme p't- forward by the
Los Angeles, July 24. Shrieking TERRIFIC DIN COMPELLED HIM TO Lord Landsdowne
TO
RETURNS
SHOW
PRODUCES NOTE ALLEGED
on,;calf of the UNOFFICIAL
ON OFFENSIVE
SIX COMPANIES
th y are all I have in
babies;
"my
ADof
CUT
tr
PROJECTED
SHORT
responsible
i
opposition."
AND
FOR
230,136
HAVE BEEN WRITTEN HIM
225,750
FOUR ON THE DEAND
the world," H: Louise Frlederich,
As the premier spoke the uproar
DRESS ON VETO BILL
AGAINST SALOONS
BY
FENSIVE
an artist, rusher', back into a horning
continued and only snatches of what
apartment house in Garvanza, the
he said could be heard. He added:
northern section of the city, early to AN ADJOURNMENT FORCED "A situation has been created
(cries WHITE RIBBONERS GIVE UP
MORE EVOLUTIONS TOMORROW
PROMISED PERSONAL SUPPORT day, and after
throwing a basket
of by Redmond) from which there is
containing four white Angora kittens
only one constitutional escape. That
CITIZEN SOLDIERS KEPT ON THE
VOLUN out of the window fell back and was UNABLE TO CURB DEMONSTRA
ALLEGED
PRESIDENT
is unless the lords consent to restore ACKNOWLEDGE DEFEAT, BUT ALdevoured
DECLARED
SPEAKER
JUMP AND ARE MAKING BEST
flames.
the
The
TION,
kittens
by
LEGE GROSS FRAUDS AND
IN
this bill with, if you like, reasonable
BREAKTEERED TO ASSIST
landed on their feet unhurt In the
OF ENCAMPMENT
SESSION
SUSPENDED
consistent
with
Its
amendments,
MAY CONTEST
ING ILLINOIS DEADLOCK
street.
principle and purpose we shall be
This morning the First Regiment
London, July 24. Scenes of wild compelled to Invoke the prerogative
24. Edward
Dallas, Tex., July 24. The antl maWashington,
July
of the New Mexico National Guard
disorder
marked the session of the of the crown."
In the Texas prohibition elecHines of Chicago, caused a sensation GREAT BRITAIN TO
jority
At
declaration
this
tumult
was
the
In
In
maneuver
field
a
participated
house of commons today. Half a dozen
was
tion
4,4S7 at 1:45 this afternoon,
senate
before
the
today by testifying
which the intrenchment system o'
times the premier rose to move con renewed in all its early strength.
to nearly complete, but uncommittee
that
Ixjrimer
according
investigating
were
There
shouts
of
Red
so
"Shame,
effectively by the
attack, utilized
DEFEND RHYS PRICE sideration of the Lords' amendment mond,
are disgraced, you're no official returns, to the Associated
Representative Henry S. Boutelle,
you
Japanese in their - recent war with
to the parliamentary bill, and each
vote from
now American minister
to Switzer
minister." Asquith concluded Press. The
The InRussia, was exemplified.
time
he was howled down by a din so prime
a
few sentences inaudible to those these returns totalled 230,136. Tho
land, told him that President Taft re
in
trenchment system of defense was alterrific that the speaker had difflcul- in the press galleries, but evidently prohibition vote totalled 225,750.
so used by a battalion under the comgarded Lorimer as an acceptable sen THAT GOVERNMENT TAKES HAND
y In making himself heard as he ap
Thus Texas defeated state-widuttered in great heat and with empha
atorial candidate, that he was anxious
IN THE EXTRADITION PROpromand of Major Ludwig William IlfeM
pealed to both sides to observe parlia sis. As he sat down he received an hibition in Saturday's election. This
to have him elected and would be
and known as the Reds. Major Arthur
CEEDINGS
mentary decorum. After trying vain- ovation from his supporters.
wag admitted today at the "dry" cam
very glad to assist in his election.
Ball, with six companies, conducted
of an hour to
ly over
the attack. The defending force wa
paign headquarters, and confirmed by
Today's session of the committee
a hearing Premier Asqulth cut
made up of four companies.
the late returns. After thirty-si- x
Los Angeles, July 24. Great Brit get
(Continued on Page Eight)
hours
egan with Attorney Hanecy, counsel
of ballot counting, the "wets" mainfor
Senator Lorimer, questioning ain has taken a hand in the extradi short his projected speech, and, amid BRYAN HAS FIGHT
The maneuver as arranged by First
a great hubbub, declared that if the
tained a slender lead of less than
Hines further about his trips to New tion proceedings
General
Lieutenant
against General Lords would not consent to restore
and
Young
York
5,000 in unofficial returns. Unless the
last winter, when the Lorimer Rhys Pryce, formerly commander of
Brookes was as follows:
ON
AT
HANDS
STEEL TRUST HAD
HOME
vote yet to come is different in tenor
election issue was pending before the the Mexican insurrectos in Lower his veto bill, even with reasonable
Maneuver No. 2.
senate. Hines testified that on one California, and now wanted by the amendments, to substantially Its ori
from that up to the present time, the
Camp Mills, July 24, 1911.
IRONCLAD AGREEMENT of these trips he called on E. H. Gary, Mexican government to answer ginal form, the government would be NEBRASKA STATE DEMOCRATIC remaining few thousands of ballots
GENERAL SITUATION
of the United States Steel corporation, charges of murder, robbery and ar- compelled to Invoke the exercise of
cannot swing the election to the
A blue division is in camp twenty
CONVENTION MAY REPU-DIATthe royal prerogative for the creation
o see about the price of stock in a son.
miles northeast of Las Vegas. A red HOUSE
dryB."
'
HIM
BRINGS
OUT
INQUIRY
James Bryce, British ambassador to Of new peers.
Colorado Iron company.
force is advancing from the west.
The boxes yet to be heard
"drya."
event
The
of modern
EVIDENCE OF IMPENETRABLE
parliamentary
SPECIAL SITUATION
from are mostly in sparsely settled
Suddenly at the Instance of his Washington, has instructed A.
timeB has so qulckened the public
:
COMBINE
RED
pre weetions, i emote from' wire, rail Vr
Prpjont5e'JJ.jr.J4.--f;ina- l
counsel. Mr. Hines 'produced a sheet Best .assistant :i,'tt',ii consul . iere,
to
v
when
the
represent
Pryce
A red battalion which on July 22
charge pulse to the present political crisis parations for the state democratic even automobile communication. They
of paper without letterhead or withof violation of the neutrality laws is arising from the veto bill and anxiety convention, which is set for tomorrow, are both in
attacked a blue force in Sibley, reprohibition and
Washington, July. 24. A copy of the out signature or date, but which Mr. heard in
to know the exact terms of Premier were made today.- None of the avow
the federal court here.
to
on
same
the
tired westward
day
territory.
iron clad agreement by which the Hines swore was In Mr. Boutelle'3
to the peers ed ' supporters of Mr. Bryan was in
Pryce's case, together with similar Asquith's ultimatum
Abeyta's ranch where it had sent a steel plate association of the United handwriting. The little sheet containones
house
and
Its galleries the city this morning. The delegation
the
crowded
General
R.
Jack
against
Mosby
small force to accumulate supplies.
May Contest the Election
States was entered into November 9, ed these words: "I should like to and James B. Laflin, an Arizona
in a way not seen before for many which a week ago endorsed Governor
On July 23 two companies were sent
Houston, Tex., July 24. Chairman
1909, was placed before the house have the senator know who was the
was years.
The members of the lower Harmon of Ohio for the presidential Ball, of the state-wid- e
rough rider, Mosby's adjutant,
back to San Geronimo with the wagon
prohibition
steel trust investigating committee to only man in Washington who went to scheduled to come up before
s
usually so decorous, gave nomination is not expected to arrive committee,
chamber,
Judge
train carrying a portion of the
the president in his behalf and brought Wellborn in the federal court
today conceded the
day.
vent
to
their feelings by rising and until Tuesday morning. M. F. Hartoday.
so gathered while the rest of
a majority not exceed
Eleven great steel companies enter off the goods."
cheering
frantically and waving hand- rington, of O'Neil, will be temporary
the (battalion "remained at Abeta's
five thousand on the face of pres-seMr.
senator
Hines
declared
ing
the
that
ed
itno
the
and
agreement
apportion
kerchiefs as their respective leaders chairman of the convention and Is exto guard the remainder. At 7 a. ra.
returns from Saturday's election.
referred to was Senator Lorimer and
There were some groans pected to sound the keynote of the He claims
entered.
on the morning of July 24 a patrol re- ed among themselves all the ship
frauds were practiced and
was
to
senate
election
his
that
the
ments'
of
steel
comsteel
plate. The
from the unionist benches, inter majority. He has recently attacked
ported the advance of a force of
will resort to the courts. Chairman
note. Mr. Boutelle
the
the
of
subject
dared
violate
the
that
pany
agreement
an
occasional shout of through the press the attitude of Mr.
blues over a battalion strong from the
mingled with
of the
laid Itself liable to heavy penalties and said he had gone to President Taft
traitor" when Asquith made his ap Bryan toward the state ticket during Walters,
north into Sibley where it halted.
said
returns Indicated that the
latest
told
him
Senator
and
Lorimer
that
freIt
is
fines
said that
of 1100,000
The battalion commander belleveg
pearance.
the last state campaign and is avow- raajority against prohibition would be
man on whom
to
seemed
be
the
only
I
scenes
The
of the historic edly opposed to any endorsement of
opening
the enemy is advancing to attack. quently were Imposed oh members
slightly more than 10,000 jWhen the
the factions could nite, Mr, Hines
session were among the stormiest that faction.
Notwithstanding his small force he the commission when complaints were
" - itf?
complete returns are in.
continued:
decides to hold his ground entrench, filed with the executive committee.
3Ver witnessed in the house. As soon
"Mr. Eouteiie said that after he f
Indications are that The Op- - t as he rose to speak, the premier was
and send for reinforcements.
Each firm was required to make
DEMOCRATIC LEADER DEAD
told the president of Lorimer'a capa- f tic's grand ball for the members
SPECIAL SITUATION
monthly sworn statements relating to
encouraged by a roar of applause from CHOLERA OUTBREAK
Washington,
July 24. John W.
Hexsaid
bilities
he
of
that f
the First Regiment New
(the president)
BLUE
the radical and labor benches, but an
shipments, rolling production, etc., and
democratic
national comTomllnson,'
A blue battalion which had retired any member who had been more than he was very anxious to have a senator f ico National Guard, which' will
answering volley of jeers came
mitteeman
died at hla
for
Alabama,
be held tomorrow evening in tho
EFFECTIVELY CURBED
north from Sibley on July 22, fe'l his apportioned amount was required from Illinois and that Mr. Lorimer was
from the opposition, while a small
home here yesterday.
atDuncan
will
be
he
to
him
house,
opera
that
and
back to a postlon near cemetery hill to pay a penalty on each pound of very acceptable
f
group of standpatters busily chanted
tended by a mammoth crowd. fv
to await reinforcements. These ar- such excess, the money thus collected would do all he could to assist in
"traitor, traitor, traitor," until Speak- NO MORE NEW- - CASES IN NEW
GATES SUFFERS FROM HEAT
f Everybody in the city who en- - er
rived on July 23 at 5 a. in. On July being apportioned among the mem- electing him." ,
Lowther warned them to control
Paris, July 24. John W. Gates
Joys dancing is planning to o
24 it was learned the red battalion bers who did not
YORK HARBOR,
NOR SUSPIC"When did you find this supposed
themselves. A. J. Balfour replied that
a fair day, but the heat Is a
up to their alship
passed
and
late.
Those who
stay
had vacated Sibley and had gone to lotted share.
letter?" asked Senator Kern of In- f early
IOUS PATIENTS
him.
one
the
this
little
stroke,
government,
against
by
f think they are too old or too had misused the prerogative of the
Abeyta's ranch; further that ! hao
The agreement bound the members diana.
to
dance expect to ba
dignified
accumulated a large quantity of supIn
"I found it yesterday
going
to make sales between parties to the
crown to destroy the second chamber.
New Y&rk, July 24. The stringent
to watch the dancers
f
present
plies there and had sent two compaMr.
my
replied
through
papers,"
were
at
to
to
the
insure
but
Others
measures
agreement
taken to prevent an epidem- CONSTANTINOPLE IS
pool
speak
prlcea
attempted
and listen to the music.
nies with a wagon train to San Geronf
Hines.
orto
of
statements
howled
unable
restore
and
down
and
ic of cholera here undoubtedly will
complete
The ladies are showing partlc:
imo, leaving the rest of the battalion rendering
"Did you have dt when you testified f
sit- prove
decided
Lowther
of
the
faithful
adherence
the
each
der,
pareffectual, according to the
Speaker
ular interest in the dance. Thev
SWEPTBY BIG FIRE
at Abeyta's. The battalion com
a few days ago?" was asked.
tomorrow.
A
until
health
officers
who today noted that
of
terms
to
the
suspended
ting
agreement
ty
numin
will
be
move
mander decides to
f
at. once by
present
large
"Yes," replied the witness.
bers. No invitations have, beau f y Prominent among the disorderly no new cases had developed since last
the
road, drivo guarantee fund of $100,000 was providHines testified that Mr. Boutelle's f sent out
on
each
$1,000
ed
0
the
and everybody Is ws'- - f ones was Lord Hugh Cecil, the con Saturday. Reports from Hoffman Is- CONFLAGRATION. THAT DEVAST
payment
by
off the enemy and seize the supplies
f
or
two
was
talk
the
with
president
servative free trader from Oxford uni land this morning stated there were
come to come and enjoy a jolly
In conformity with the conditions per cent of allotment.
ATED LARGE PART OF CITY
elect- 4three
weeks
was
before
Lorimer
chanted no further suspicious cases of sickness
the
for
versity, who incessantly
Richard Lindabury, counsel
evening.
governing the maneuver the reds took
WORK OF FIREBUGS
ed.
divide, divide, divide." This created among those detained from the steam- The house will be decorated a defensive position in the valley north United States Steel corporation pro
"I don't know the day," declared Mr.
fierce indignation on the radical side hip Moltke, and that more of these
f prettily for the occasion. Hani- - of
of the target range covering the road tested against the introduction of a
"because I met him on the
Constantinople, July 24. The con
Hines.
the chamber, from which the mem passengers probably would be re
some
souvenir
will
association
bs
of
steel
the
programs
plate
leading from Sibley to the Ortiz ranch. copy
which started yesterday
metto
No
flagration
soon
leased
the
White
said
from
House.
to
to
the
He
bers
way
h)
quarantine.
appealed
speaker
distributed and a big floor comThis position was prepared for defense agreement "This is not signed," said
afternoon continued until 3 o'clock
'
were
from
was
to
him
deaths
Meanwhile
out
to
further
tell
White
House
the
turn
reported
going
aphorically
see
mlttee
will
that
everybody
by constructing' hasty intrenchments. Mr. Lindabury. "There, is no evidence the
Premier Asquith stood at the table Swinebourne Island. The steamers this morning, by which time the
president that it looked as If Lorithere has a good time. General
The trenches were of the kneeling that it was signed and the date al
a lull in the storm. His first Perugia and Phlncipe di Piemonbeare flames were gotten under control,
mer
was
man
whom
on
the
the
awaiting
Brookes
has
only
an
issued
order
f
per- f
type with a, command of two and one-ha- ready given is 'a year in advance of
factions could .unite and to ask the f, mittlng all enlisted men a pais f word, however, was the signal for an- still at anchor off the quarantine sta but practically because there was no
feet and a thickness of parapet the formation of the United States
further fuel in their path.
cyclone and for twenty minutes tion.
president to help him."
f until 1 o'clock Wednesday morn- - f other
,
feet. Each trench" Steel' corporation."
of two and one-hal-f
The disaster was the greatiest since
unable
the
premier stood speechless,
"Was he going to tell that the dem f ing. The soldiers are looking
This has an important bearing."
men.
was sufficient to hold twenty-fiv- e
the
word.
great fire in Pera, the European
to
a
in
get
to
forward
the
ocrats
dance
as the bigwould vote for Lorimer?" asked f
NEW SEAL TREATY RATIFIED
Excellent cover for support was found declared Chairman Stanley, "because
quarter, In 1870. It is believed that
Cries of "Hurrah for Redmond, the
of the encampment
event
Kern.
Senator
gest
f
north
24.
The
Washington, July
it. a swale in the rear of the center member's of the pool were bound to
the
fire was the work of po
real leader," suddenly broke out from Pacific
and will attend In large num- I think not, we thought then that
seal treaty, prohibiting pelagic liticalpresent
of the line of trenches. The construc remain members for two years and
incendiaries.
It broke out
will
benches.
the
conservative
"We
bers.
on
those
who
are
Only
of
f
on
the
republican factions could unite
"sealing and regulating the killing
tion took about two hours. The im- further because I have been advised,
several
at
to
simultaneously
points In
added.
listen
"The
Redmond,"
they
guard duty or are in the hosr.iseals on land, was ratified by the senLorimer," answered Mr. Hines.
ancient city, while the
the
plements used were army regulation that practically the same memoranda
was
Stamhoul,
British
scornful
the
not
aristocracy,"
tal
will
Cul-lobe
4
present.
f
ate today on motion of Senator
intrenching tools augmented by some were in the steel and wire, agree4
people were celebrating the anniver
Special trolley cars will be at f reply from the radicals. "Look at
There was no discussion.
additional standard size picks and ment which resulted in recent indictand
'em."
sary of the new constitution. From
tried
again
tomorend
the
of
the
car
Again
Asquith
GERMANY FAVORS TREATY
line
unf
The treaty does not take effect
the square In front of the war minisshovels. The trenches were screen ments." ;
whirlwind
a
to
of
but
cries til
row evening to earrr the soldiers
speak,
Berlin, July 24. The German gov
accepted by all signatory powers, try, east of the center of Stamboul, to
ed from view by a mass of bushes, "We have not got such an agree- ernment has finished its study of the f to Las Vegas, and they will be
drowned his voice.
the United StateB, Great Britain, Rus- the sea of Marmora on the
A strong appeal by the speaker finsouth,
grass and shrubbery and in one In- ment In any of our files and cannot Americans-Germaheld until after che dance to
'arbitration treaty
sia and Japan.
practically nothing was left Btanding.
stance, a small tree was planted on produce it and have nothing to do proposals and formulated its comment f take them hack to camp. These
ally caused a momentary cessation of
Two square miles of the city were
with it," said Mr. Lindabury. "We thereon, which comment has been forthe verbal tornado and Asquith got
the parapet
cars will be charterai' by: Tup
devastated. It Is roughly estimated
out a couple of sentences, asserting
$90,000 LUMBER FIRE
The trenches controlled the valley deny all knowledge of it and feel warded to Washington as a basis for f Optic and It will not cost the
that the principle of the parliamentary
Seattle, Wash., July 24. Fire here that over 6,000 house9 were destroyed.
for a distance of 1,000 yards and at that we ought not to be connected further
An official
guardsmen one cent to fideon
negotiations.
as
ns
was
affirmed
main
It
this
bill
as
with
of
hack
far
statement
Gerthem
of
record, particularly
the
tomorrow, evening.
yesterday destroyed the saw mill and The European - quarter across the
the time of the beginning
i
the nature of the
f
f
neuvers they were occupied by the de- this is an unauthenticated copy and man views cannot be obtained hem f Dancing starts at 9 o'clock f 1907 and afterwards was confirmed at lumber yards of the Mountain Street Golden Horn to the north and east,
the general election. Interruptions Mill company, The los9 is estimated was at no time in danger, o'ti to
.
fense and the support 'placed, in th there is nothing here to indicate its but there Is reason to believe as f sharp.
the contrary direction of the wind.
followed, the unionists shouting "can at $90,000.
earlier stated, that they are favorable.
if
rear. All the men knelt down lt th authenticity."
f

REDS AND BLUES

IN A SECOND
MANEUVER

trenches so they could not be seen
from the front and when the enemy
appeared in the distance neither the
The
trenches or men were visible.
enemy advanced from the direction of
Sibley with an advance guard thrown
out to the protect its front Upon
arrival at the railroad track the col
umn appeared In full view of the de
fenders, who opened a long range vol
ley fire.
The force attacked the' blues to de
ploy the advance guard, and skirmish
ers and to place the entire column un
der cover. The attackers advanced
with two companies, displayed skir
mishers In the firing line, two com
panies as a support following in the
rear, and two companies in line of
squads as a reserve following in the
rear of the support. Four hundred
yards west of the railroad tracks the
fire of the defenders became bo effec
tive that each time the- attacking bat
talions were forced to throw up cover
iti the form of a hasty entrenchment
This they did with the usual en
trenching tools they carried (picks
and shovels). The men who did not
dig fired on the enemy. Each time
the firinig line advanced and halted
lr. constructed
these small trenches
for men lying
barely large enough
down to be protected from the fire ol
the e,nemy. Each time the support
advanced in the rear of the firing line
ir halted in the same line of trenches
previously constructed by the firing
line, deepened them with entrenching
tools they carried and thus obtained
more cover. The reserve did likewise
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smacks a bit of grandstand playing,
and is not the best sort of baseball.
Naturally, this does not apply to
times where the pitcher Is trying to
pass a heavy hitter in order to get at
weaker batter. In such a case it
"It shows how much you love me,"
often pays to nail a pitchout On the
The true gentleman Is always po
said graciously, "that you
William
mere
whole, however, the best batter is the lite, even after he is married,
A
man who Is willing to let the Issue be was William Higgel, for Instance, allowed the fact to hide itself."
"Ah, dearest," she said, clasping
decided by a single ball. He gives the writes Ellis Parker Butler in Judge.
a
hand appealingly, "I must own
his
In
after
married
June,
was
while
He
the
pitcher a chance to get wild,
was married
PLAYER WHO CAN MAKE PITCHfust hitter does not. A heavy batter short courtship, to a woman who was to you now that father
wives are
his
and
of
all
The
times
four
LIMIT
a
fortune.
have
TO
to
DOWN
ER WORK
it all the more dangerous if he is wil- supposed
will have
one
no
fellow,
You,
poor
a
living.
was
affair,
quiet
a
wedding
a
VALUABLE
for
IS
pass. "They
ling to forego hit
mothers-in-law- .
I
could not
But
four
William
Higgel
also serve who only stand and wait" being present except
this. I hid it I deceived
two
tell
and
minister
you
the
his
and
bride,
"A base 011 balls is as good as a hit" is certainly true of the national game.
you."
witnesses.
la a statement known to every coacher
"That was to preserve my peace of
From the little New York church,
In the land. It Is not the truth, but
where they were married, tney mind," William said. "It was kind
A
It la an aDDroxlmation of truth.
stepped Immediately Into a taxicab, of you."
She was greatly touched by the
hit will, as a rule, advance a man, al
which was to take them to the sta
of heart that prompted such
kindness
to
was
be
a
while
two
may
Their
pass
tion.
bases,
honeymoon
ready on,
The baby across the car aisle
But she leaned
at Atlantic City. On entering a polite response.
leave him where he was. or advance
spent
of the bibulous Individ
caught
sight
chauffeur on
and
the
stood
forward
tapped
William
Higgel
the taxicab,
him at least one base.
ual opposite and let out a shrill ycl
shoulder.
al
the
in
his
bride
first,
and
back
men
helped
Nevertheless, there are many
of alarm.
"Stop!" she said, and the vehicle
though he was already a married
In both major leagues who go up to
The bibulous person leaned for man. some men wouia nave
stopped.
jumyeu
the plate with the intention of playing ward.
attendin'
college,
"Baby
to
"Now, William," she said, "before
In rudely, allowing their wives
for a base on balls rather than a hit ma'am?" he asked.
in as best they might. But we sro another Inch I must make a
clamber
re
Such men are known as good waiters
"No. sir." the mother sharply
confession. When I make It you will
William Higgel was polite.
The top of every well ordered bat plied and the baby yelled asalu.
As the taxicab began to move the no doubt order me from the cab, but
ting list Is headed by such a man. If "Thass ver funny," said the inebri bride of William Higgel took nis make it I must I am a suffragette."
the lead-of- f man can work the pitcher ated one. "There's certain.? some hand.
"Cabby," said William, "drive on."
"Where to, sir?" asked the chauffor a pass he has accomplished more class to that yell."
she said with emotion,
"William,"
an atrocious
child
he
the
Then
gave
feur.
You
make.
to
for
he
a
made
If
he
confession
I have a
than
hit,
impairs
Cleveland Plain
"To the railway station, as previoften admired my rich brown hair. 1
the "pitcher's confidence in his con- wink and fell asleep.
Dealer.
did not dare tell you before we were ously directed," said William.
trol and may start him on a blow-uNo answer could have been more
wed, for fear of losing you; but my
Sheckard of the Cubs, Hugglns of
"Miss Bings," stammered the young hair is not my own. It is false."
soothing to the torn feelings of his
St. Louis, Devore, of the Giants, Dan
man, "I called on you last night, did
At such a revelation some men bride. It was politeness Itself. For a
lels and Hemphill of the New York I not?"
would
have flown Into a passion. Not minute William's bride was silent
Americans, Knabe of the Phillies and
"What an odd Question! Of course so William Higgel. He was polite.
"Now, William," she said at length,
Hooper of the Red Sox are all con you did."
or real," he said gently, "It "you may as well know what you will
False
men for
I Just wanted to say is
spicuous among the lead-of- f
very becoming to you, my darling." learn sooner or later, for It is a thing
their ability to wait it out.
that If I proposed to you I was drunk."
"And," she hesitated, "I have an tha. cannot be concealed. For years
"To ease your mind, I will say that other confession to make, William. I have been an opium smoker. Be
. Hugglns, perhaps, is the greatest
of
In
the group. He led the National league if I accepted you I was crazy.
Wfl8 a WO tween smokes I take morphine.
tiaira lot vnn RllnnflRft
In drawing passes last year, by a big Judge's Library.
I am not." I am the Intervals I drink raw gin until I
man of wealth.
am blue in the face. At night I
margin. His ability Is partly due to
poor and I have many debts."
"So you don't want no
"Do not worry about that, dearest, smoke a corncob pipe; nine nights
his small size, but there are of course
said William. One less a gentleman out of ten X Bet the bed afire and
other factors as well. Hugglns is one
I
"No, I have changed my mind.
might have said more. William did once a month or so the house burns
of the shortest men in baseball and he
see your cat is asleep in those huckle not.
down. I regret now that I ever acalso hugs the plate. He will wait out
berries."
think quired such habits, but it is too late
"I
his
said
bride,
William,"
till the last possible minute before
"That's all right, mum. I don't now is the time to tell you that I to reform."
offering at a ball and he almost nev- mind waking the cat up." Louisville
have one wooden leg. I could not
"All the habits of those we love
er goes after the (bad ones. Topsy Courier-Journa- l.
to tell you sooner. It seemed are our pleasures," said Wilitniu.
bear
Hartsel is another player whose size
so Indelicate to mention such a
His bride looked at him with won
is extremely useful to him In drawThe Reformer Ah, friend, what thing."
der.
That so polite a man lived in
s
we are striving for Is fewer over
ing passes. In fact, it is for this
"Accidents will happen, sweet- this rude world she had never
almost entirely that he is used. crowded alums, larger villages, more
heart," William said lightly. "What
He is no longer much of a hitter or pleasure for the people and less drink
mention is your affliction and not
"And you have no word of re
The Unconverted One But 'ow are you
fielder, but when Mack sees a pitcher
" she asked eagerly.
your fault."
proach
if
more
we
'ave
ter
pleasure
going
beginning to waver in his control he
could have been more po
Nothing
You
are my wife," said William
less beer?
Everybody's
often sends Hartsell in to get him we 'as
lite.
and
stepping out of the cab,
simply,
Weekly.
ur in the air. Many of the Athletics
"But, William," Baid his bride trem which tad now arrived at the rail
games have been won by the little
ulously, "I have still another tnmg way station, he helped his bride to
"Why do you consult a doctor when to confess."
tejlow's ability along these lines.
descend. By his side' she walked
are bo careless about taking his
The position In which a man stands you
"I love to hear the sound of your through the station, gazing at his
advice?" asked the physician.
William said. "Speak on.'
at the plate has a good deal to do "Well,"
face with wonder. Never had she had
replied the hypochondriac, voice,"
hushard
he
is
former
whether
with determining
three
I
I
have
"I
a
costs
to
find
such a husband but had shown at
it
worth
what
"it's
t
or easy to pitch to. The man who man who Is willing to sit down and bands living!" she cried. "'Three
least a little querulousness at her
hugs the plate has undoubtedly a big listen to my troubles." Washington count 'em three! And let you sup confessions.
"
pose
advantace. Pitchers do not like do Star.
"Pardon me," said William, as he
more
the merrier," William (paused before the ticket window,
"The
and
a
shoot the ball right at
batter,
said cheerfully. "I can see you have "but we must stop here, before enthey are inclined to, play the outside
Oliver II. Curtis, the
dear."
corner when serving to plate huggers. sociologist of Omaha, said in a recent been much admired, my
tering the train, that I may purchase
bride
his
said, "I our tickets." Then he turned to the
William,"
"But,
This limits the space in which a strike lecture:
should have told you that I have six ticket agent.
can be put. A crouch is also a factor
"But our slums are much cleaner children now living, all of whom
"I wish two tickets," he said.
in helping the pass record, for the than the old, old slums of Europe. Our
must live with us when we settle in
the
allows
for
never
"Destination,
please?" asked the
quite
umpire
slum denizens are cleaner, too. Among our home. I alas! knew your ob
agent.
man's height.
113 It is unusual to sew up children in
jections to children and I concealed
The batter who stands still when woolen underwear for the winter not this fact."
"Reno," said William.
he has the pitcher in a hole is never so abroad I once heard in Huna good waiter. It is very much easier
gary of a case that you will hardly
him that she'd be true.
to pitch to a stationary mark than to credit. A man was arrested for steal She promised stars
above;
True as the
a moving one. lhe player who jumps ing a pig, and they told him that he And
BASEBALL NOTES
he was fat and fifty-twcatches
about and brandishes his bat
love.
must take a bath before entering his
And offered her his
the pitcher's eye a little bit and al- cell.
ways runs the chance of making him
"What! Take a bath?' the man Oh, she was young and she was fair.
Great Bend and Newton seem to
of
one
is
who
wide.
Cobb,
Ty
That night they stood alone;
pitch
cried in a horrified voice.
have it on the other Kansas league
the best waiters In the game, Is an
teams this season.
"'Yes,' said the. jailer. 'How long is He was a multimillionaire, own.
And claimed her as his
adept at this art. When the pitcher it since you've had a bath?'
Manager Charles Carr of the Utica
has served him with two or three
New ' York State league team, has
"'So help me,' said the prisoner,
Rich and fat and old was he,
balls he becames a whirling dervish.
from
Oberlin
purchased Pitcher
solemnly, 'I never was arrested before
And she was young and slim;
Wilkes-BarrHe is never still a moment. Just as
Oberlin
formerly
never'." Los Angeles Times.
True as the stars above was she,
worked for Carr in Indianapolis.
the pitcher starts to deliver the ball
But how she henpecked him!
the
over
Pitcher Swindell of the Winston-Salehabit
of
a
bending
he has
Record-HeralChicago
Carolina Association team,
hands.
on
his
dust
if
as
to
put
A mission worker in New York tells
plate
fanned fourteen men in a, game
The seeming danger or hitting the of a youngster who had never been to
Sir Edward Shackleton, apropos of against Anderson recently. The Car.hntKman in the head is bound to "the
country" until the occasion of a a niece of geographical ignorance olina star goes to Cleveland next
worry the pitcher.
"fresh-air- "
excursion whereof he was which he had encountered, said:
season.
Cobb waits down to the last ball, a member.
"It was incredible. It reminded me
The Texas league is showing about
the
not.
With
hut Rnm Dlavers do
One day this lad was Been closely of a little waiting maid:
the hottest pennant struggle in the
count at three and one authorities dif
"As she brought me my tea and country. With fifty points or under
examining a certain trim,
course
of
proceto
as
one morning I said separating the first, seven teams is
proper
the
fer
object on the farm. He stared at it toast and bloater
dure. Some players lie to hit at the for a while and then shook hia head to her:
sure some struggling.
a rainy morning, Mary
'"What
next one on the ground that it is sure
dubiously. "What are you looking at,
It's almost like the flood.'
to be a straight ball, while the count son?" asked the farmer.
little
''The' flood, sir?' said-t-he
Foot-Eas- e
Is three and two the pitcher may take
"Where's the doors and windows?" maid. She looked at me with a puz- In a Pinch, Use Allen's
othcan wear shoes one size
Ladies
a chance on a curve ball. On the
inquired the boy.
zled smile.
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easer hand, if the batter hits at the first "Doors and windows?
" 'Yes,' said I, 'The flood Noah,
Why. that's
a
lose
the antiseptic powder for the feet. It
thus
out
and
one he may go
not a house; It's a haystack."
you know, the Ark, Mount Ararat.
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
sure base on balls, which would have "Excuse me,
"She shook her head and murmured
pop," returned the
gives Instant relief to corns and
been given to him on the. next ball.
"You can't string me that apologetically, 'I ain't had no time to
youngster.
It's the greatest comfort dislatter
the
surest
batters
The
play
In lumps like read the papers lately, sir.' "Human covery of the
age. Relieves swollen
tem of waiting it out until the end. way. Hay doesnt grow.
Life.
that." Llpplncott's.
v
feet, blisters callous and sorespots.
Another point in fayor of this system
It is a certain relief for sweating,
is that it makes the pitcher pitch
tlred.tender, aching feet. Always use
tnore, and every extra ball which he
Harold's older sister
It to break in new shoes. Sold every,
is forced to serve up tends to weaken was in the habit of
a good
malkng
25c. Don't accept any substiwhere,
him.
demands on him. Generally her
tute. For FREE trial package address
It is his ability as a waiter which many
requests for favors, usually the runAllen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
puts Cobb head and shoulders jbove
of errands around the house,
ning
a'most
ball
for
the
hit
men
who
othT
as high an average. Wagner and e were prefaced by what she considered
do not like to wait. They will subtle flattery.
:
f
"Now Harolf'," she began one day.
PILLS
CHICHESTER
reach out for wide ones with men on
BRAND. ( A
CO
SV .
bases in the desire to drive the ball "you're a dear, sweet little. boy, and
Pill, la K, d nd bold
for extra base hits. Joe Jackson is yen know I love you " but Harold cut
T
bne. sealed wiUa Klue mUicV
Ribbon.
'also a notorious olfrmder In this re- her short.
lrnerl-t- . Asfc Ant f II l. !FEfc.TFR 9
"Well, Ethel," he said, earnestly, "If
spect. Of course, such a method
years known as Bsi, Safest. Alwavs Reliahl
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
sometimes turns out well, but it It's up stairs I won't go." Llpplncott's

SLUGGERS WAIT

The True Gentleman is Polite

THEM OUT' AS

Wash Suits and Dresses

RULE

ABSORBLETS

$6.00 to

at Sensational Prices
$19.50 Garments for $5.00

made
We have left from our season's business just 22 Wash Dresses, well and neatly
from Gingham and Linen either plain or fancy patterns. These were marked to sell at
$7.50 up to $19.50, 14 of them above $10.00.
Wash Suits, made from Linenne, Rep and Linen and tastefully
Eighteen two-pie10
trimmed with contrasting colors. These were marked to sell at $6.00 to $14.50 each,
of them above $9.00.
Choice of either line, all this week, for only
ce

$5.00
NO

FOR

TELEPHONE

CASH

ORDERS

ONLY

ESTABLISHED

ACCEPTED

786
faitaa

III MM
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TO

N. fl. N. Q.
SoldiersVisitors Las

l,

...

pur-poe-

well-know- n

Vegans.

The Las Vegas Optic will give the members of the First Regiment of Infantry, New
Mexico National Guard, a grand military ball
at the Duncan Opera House on the evening of
July 25, at 9 p. m.
The dance will be in honor of the visiting
soldiers, and everybody in Lds Vegas is cordially invited to attend and help entertain the
guardsmen.
The Optic gave its first Military ball two
years ago on the occasion of the territorial encampment. This will be its second appearance
in the role of host, and to make the occasion a
of
tremendous social success, the
the citizens is especially desired.
No tickets will be sold, or subscriptions
solicited. It is to be The
Optic's ball and the
'
Optic will foot the bill.
--

co-operati-

The Date

TUESDAY EVENING, JULY 25.
'

The Time

9 O'CLOCK P.

HostThe

bun-Ion-

Five-year-o-

La-Joi-

S

X

n.

Las Vegas Optic, Assisted by the

People of Las Vegas.

theatrical agency in San Francisco, to the detriment of the white
'
through the assistance of the local
LABOR NOTES

e

e,

The Place

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE.

.....

well-mad-

on

Nearly twice as many women as
men are engaged in the industries of
Japan.
The printers of Portsmouth N. H.,
have formed a hundred per cent organization.
The International Railroad Master
Blacksmiths' association will hold its
annual convention next month in
-

Toledo.

The International. Iron Holders'
union shows a gross increase in membership for the first quarter of the
year of 2,015.
The San Jose, Calif., labor council
is conducting an aggressive campaign
to raise money for the erection of a
labor temple.
Of the total of 3,733 female wage
earners in all industries in Delaware
In 1910, 851, or 22.8 per cent, were em'
ployed In the canning Industry.
At the recent Potters' convention In
Atlantic City It was officially an
nounced that the potters would demand a general advance of wages in
'
the fall.
The Actors' union reports that It
has succeeded In signing up every

labor council.
A committee of seven has been appointed to revise the constitution of
the International Bricklayers' union
and present its report at the international convention, which is to meet
next January.
The threatened strike of the union
teamsters in San Francisco has been
settled and this leaves the teamsters' union without a striker in the
whole country, among its total mem
bership of 47,000.

wage-earn- ers.

The Piano, Organ and Musical InWorkers'
International
union is conducting an energetic
campaign to Increase its membership
by 5,000 prior to October 1, 1911. The
union Is out for a
'
wage. '

strument

A strike of about 7.000 miners in.,
the lignite (brown coal) district of
central Germany is in 'progress.
demand is for a substantial increase of the wage rate, which la
the lowest of all mining districts, exThe union machinists
of New cept In upper Silesia.
York are winning their fight for the
eight-hou- r
TJp to the present
day.
time more than sixty New York firms
have signed agreements
with the
unions on the eight-hou- r
basis.
Ue for Result.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
So great has been the recent Increase in the membership of the San
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
Francisco, California, Typographical BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES.
union that the organization now has and their beneficial effect Is felt from the
the rraxlmum representation of all start For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
unions in the San Francisco labor BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the
IN-Fcouncil.'
.. KIDNEYS,
A MMATimi
or tne Jb LADDER and
An active campaign of organization
will be started among the laundry annoy ingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
a Penannt benefit.
workers of Oakland, Calif., where it thL!XSrci8e
TONIC IN ACTION .
QUICK IN RESULTS
is said the Asiatics have gained a
O. G. SCHAEFER
firm foothold In the laundry
business,
Red Cross Drug Co,.
,

The-chie-

f
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IRRIGATION AND

DRAINAGE GO
TOGETHER
OR. W. A. EVANS OF CHICAGO DIS-

CUSSES TWO SUBJECTS
INTERVIEW

IN

Chicago, July 24. Dr. W. A. Evans,
former commissioner of health for the
city of Chicago, and a member of the
beard of control of the National Irrigation congress, which has it nineteenth annual meeting here December
5 to 9 this year, is greatly interested
in the reclamation of lands and has
analyzed the unoccupied land situation, swamp and arid, aa it relates to
the national health and to the food
supply and the elements which rule
the prices thereof. Having for years
served the city of Chicago as commissioner of health, Dr. Evans is one
of the most prominent medical authorities of the TJnited States, and at various times has been mentioned as
the most suitable appointment to the
of
commissioner
ni.Bt nf national
health should such an office be established at Washington. Of the efforts of the National Irrigation con, Eiess to further the work of land re
clamation, he says:
"The Irrigation of dry lands and the
drainage, of wet lands are health questions aB well as economic questions
For it is not healthy for human be
to
ings to live one thousand or more
cities
our
in
live
the acre, as they
They cannot get their share of sun
shine or air. With them there is not
animal
the proper balance between
'
and vegetable life and this lack of
balance is always prejudicial to their
welfare. They become unhealthy and
discontented and every health officer
is interested in the movements that
for
oDDortunities
the dwellers in cities.
"In time our millions of unocuppied
arres will have been put to use. When
this has been done, and the now un
used areas no longer act as safety
valves for our cities, we should have
lparned the science and art of city
now
life, something we do noti know
breeders
are
now
great
us
Cities with
cf disease and discontent. Eventually
we will learn the proper spirit of
them. There will be greater freedom
of the Individual through limitation
of his selfish liberties, more planning,
more
more
Until then health officers will be for
decentralization.
"Something is wrong when wheat
is piled high In one locality and the
bread.
people of another are wthout
Cur transportation, icing and storage
industries are now so developed that
svpply and demand work uniformly
ever all parts of the country. The
over
surplus of the summer is carried
and
winter
the
of
to the lean days
so seasons as well as space as factors
in supply and demand have been eliminated.
"When we come to people the evenness stops. There are acres where
fifteen hundred people live; there are
other parts of the country in which
in one hundred square miles there will
"be but few human beings. The peoone be
ple have not piled up in the
to.
They had to,
cause they wanted
amounts
which
did,
or thought they
to the same thing. They have not left
the other vacant because they want
ed ,to. They thought they had to,
Tliev thought the land would not sup
land is
port life." Paradoxically, this
world,
ine
the
in
fertile
the most
nourishment is. there to suport more
life than any other land will support
"All the fertility in' the world counts
for .nothing if the water to dissolve
it is not iust right.
"Since time began the wind and
weather have worn the rocks, The
the
crumbling shale is the fertility of
of
some
dissolves
soil. Each rain
made
solutions
the
and
richness
this
are taken up by vegetable roots and
built into leaves, flowers and fruits.
The stream that runs muddy to the
of
ocean robs the soil in a wild rio
-

-

They nave drawn nitrogen and other
nourishment from the air and added
U to the soil.
The rich waters have
not run away, but, stagnant on the
ai 11, have constantly enriched it. To
chain this soil is to make it possible
to use resources which have been useless until now. More than this, the
relation of water to these lands can
be so manipulated that the soils will
be kept fertile.
"From the health standpoint swamp
lands undrained are of more consequence than negative factors. They
aerve as spreading foci for disease so
that they are not only unprofitable
themselves, but radiate a pall of in
efficiency on those who live on nearby lands..
"Waste areas of land put under cul
tivation make possible a greater food
supply. One of the most earnest contentions of the medical world is that
there are many disease which are directly influenced by the high price o.'
food or a scarcity of it. A number
of years ago an Englishman platted a
curved showing the range iu the price
wheat and addeh to it a curve for
consumption. The two curves ran
suggestively near parallel. He who
increases the quantity of food or lowers its price is a great conserver of
health and life.
r--t

DRY FARMING DELEGATES
Santa Fe, N. M., July 24. Governor
Mills has appointed the following

delegates to the Dry Farming congress at Coolrado Springs October 16:
W. H. Gillenwater, Albuquerque;
Armijo, Las Cruces; J. D.
Santa Fe; Hugh Swhisher, Wil-larA. L. Cox, Clovis; J. M. Holland, Melrose; Earl E. Scott, Estan-c!a- ;
Creconia Salas, Picacho; Alejandro. Arellano, Colmor; George A. Fleming, D. T. Hoskins, N. S. Belden.East
Las Vegas; J.. P. Van Houten,
Hugh Louden, La Cueva; Geo.
Harris, Watrous; Guthrie Smith,
M. B. Goldenberg and C. H.
Deyampert, Tucumcari; F. Wardell,
Amistad; J. D. Wiegand and Mrs. S.
P. Colby, Wagon Mound; Andres
Watrous; S. S. Squire. Boaz;
Squire Hart, Ranchos de Taos; A.
Elida; C. N. Blackwell and
Louis S. Wilson, Raton;
Margarita
Romero, Las Vegas; N. M. Charlton,
Ciayton; J. W. Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo;
Manuel Arellano,
Springer Charles
De Forest, Hebron; George H. Webster, Jr.,' Cimarron; Charles Glasgow,
Colfax; Frank J. Saeger, Carrizozo;
J. M. Martinez, Folsom.
o
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Shoe-irake-
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Romance After Marriage
"Nearly all the romance of the
young people of today comes after and
not before marriage, says a writer In
the New York World.
This is the statement of City Clerk
Patrick J. Scully, who, since the installation of the marriage license law,
has had plenty of opportunity to
watch young persons as they came to
the city hall to obtain licenses to wed.
Many of these young persons are
referred to Mr. Scully for further
examination, sometimes, as many as
fifteen or twenty couples a day, on
account of seemingly too extreme
youth or other reasons that the clerks
downstairs may think would make
marriage inadvisable.
"I have watched a lot of these young
fclk and in the very face of the situation one can see that little of what used
to be known as real courtship or ro- mance has been mixed with the affair,
Nine times out of ten both the young
man and girl are working folk; in a
large number of instances they are
foreign, have been in this country but
a little time, having come from dif
ferent places, and have only known
each other a few months before the
marriage.
If they are not foreign they came
to this large city from smaller places,
work, meet each other and before a
year is out many of them marry. You
see, there hasn't been very much
chance for what one might call real
romance, in fact, many of the marriages are made before there has been
any chance of real courtship.
"I do not say that the young persons
do not love each other, for I have seen
more billing and cooing going on in
this old building that I have ever seen
l: any other place in the world. I believe that all young men and women
who come here to be married are earnest and sincere in their love for one
another, and that at least they start
in married life wth Cupid at the wheel.
"It 1b not love, but romance that Is
lacking. They have had no opportunity of building up a romance; they
have been too busy. But It Is that very
business atmosphere and the necessity
of working that make the romance that
comes after marriage and that Is now
very prevalent in the world.
"You hear a great deal too much
about divorces and their cause, but you
do not hear half enough of the happy
marriages and the reason for their
happiness.
"It would be difficult to make a man
who watches the young folk believe

CONGRESS

Cambridge Springs, Pa., July 24.
uniform fraternal insurance
The
measure which the National Association of Insurance commissioners has
drawn up and recommended for addifoption to the legislatures of the
be
to
the
leading
ferent states is
subject of discussion at the annual
meeting of the National Fraternal
congress here this week. Delegates
representing nearly all of the large
fraternal Insurance orders of the
waste.
"it. is different in the arid regions country are here for the meeting.
Here nature is found in an economical
BISHOP
TO CONSECRATE
mood. Here the rocks have added their
24. Several
be
world
the
N.
since
John's
July
St.
F.,
soils
the
to
riches
loss
numerous
little
priests
eminent prelates and
gan and there has been
conserva- of
the Roman catholic church in eastHere is nature leading the
savings ern Canada and Newfoundland have
tion way nature's great
reason
bank. Nor does the reign of
arrived in St, John's to attend the
soil,
the
upon
is
put
consecration of Rt. Rev. Michael Powstop when water
the
because, when this Is wisely done,
er as bishop of Bay St. George, West
Is
proportion
solution
in
put
fertility
Newfoundland. The impressive cereate to the needs of useful plants, ana mony will take place in the cathedral
the run-of- f i low with soil chemicals, tomorrow morning.
"Where the lands are in swamp
nreaa the process is different but has
thfl swamM, Some For summer diarrhoea n children al
mva c've Chamberlain's Colic. Choi
of it has been deposited there. Plants era and Diarrhoea Remedy and castor
have sprung wildly. They have chang- oil, and a speedy cure is certain. For
content. sale
by all druggists.
ed the character of the soil
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OSTEOPATHS IN SESSION
Chicago, July 24. Three thousand
osteopaths from all over the TJnited
States, Canada and several foreign
HEARING OF YOUTHFUL
countries have registered at the Ho
tel La Salle for the fifteenth annual
MURDERER AUGUST 17
convention of the American Osteo
pathic association. An entire floor of
the hotel has been reserved for the
GEORGE
FUDGE RELEASED
ON
convention, the session of which will
PENDING
OUTCOME
BOND,
last all week. In connection with the
OF FATHER'S WOUNDS
program an elaborate clinic has been
prepared, while the features of social
Katon, N. M., July. 24. George R.
entertainment will Include a big banball.
fudge, the young man who shot and
quet and
killed J. L. Creasy in Pinon Canyon
"BACK TO FARM" CAMPAIGN
last Wednesday, was brought up for
24. Governors of a
Chicago,
July
hearing before Justice of the Peace
and C. M.
states, national philanthropists
Bayne, Saturday. The preliminstate Immigration commissioners as- ary hearing was postponed until Aug
sembled In Chicago today to formally ust 17 in order to give time for the
launch the "back to the farm" cam- recovery of the elder Fudge, who will
paign. The object' of the movement be an Important witness for the de
is to aid worklngmen and others liv- fense and who is now
lying in a crit
ing In congested districts in large ical condition at his ranch 35 miles
In
cities, as well as state charges,
south of Raton. The young Fudge
obtaining farms In northern, southern land western states. It is pur- was placed under a heavy bond and
posed to maintain a permanent bureau released. It is the opinion of those
for the dissemination of information in medical attendance on the father,
relative to conditions existing in the J. P. Fudge, that he will not be able
various st.ttes.
to survive the effects of the abdomin
al gunshot wound.
BIG FRATERNAL

CALENDAR

Never leave home on a Journey
without a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
Is almost certain to be needed and
cannot be obtained when on board
the cars or steamships. For sale by
all druggists.

S011ESAIID ULCEUS

No matter in what way an old sore or ulcer first commenced,
whether from a wound, cut, or bruise, or from the ulceration of a wart,
pimple or mole, or even if it came without apparent reason, the fact
that it does not heal shows that bad blood is responsible for the place.
While the circulation remains impure and polluted, the nerves and
tissues of the flesh around the place are constantly being fed with,
unhealthy matter and the fibres are thus prevented from knitting toPurify the blood and the place MUST heal, its
gether and healing.
cause having been removed. S.S.S. cures old sores and chronic ulcers
because it is the greatest of all blood purifiers. It removes from the
circulation every taint or impurity, and so enriches the blood that it
feeds and nourishes the tender, sensitive flesh, causes a knitting
together of all fibrous tissue and thus heals the place naturally and
Book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice"
permanently.
desired sent free to all who write and request it. S. S. S. is sold at
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO- - ATLANTA, CA.
drug stores.

Monday
that the majority of marriages made
Annual tournament for amateur
early are unfcappy in the end. Of all
assothe cases handled In the courts and of championship of Western Golf
ciation
at
Detroit,
a'l the unhappiness we hear about

Annual- tournament of Western On
among families nearly all come from
tario
Bowling association at Londoa,
unwho
not
could
be happy
persons
Cut.
der any circumstances.
Junior polo championships begin at
"The workaday life of the young of
this time and their ambition in build- Narragansett Pier, R. I.
British Columbia mainland tennis
ing up homes and creating pleasant
at Vancouver, B. C.
championships
piaces for themselves in the world are
Interstate
open tennis tournament
supplying them with the most remarkSt.
at
Joseph, Mo.
begins
able kind of romance ever known.
five days' race meeting
of
Opening
new
a
"It is
romance, vigorous,
Manitoba.
at
Brandon,
strong, worthy, useful, and it leaves,
Tuesday
(o the lives of those who grow old toGrand
Circuit race meet
of
Opening
an
recollecgether,
afterglow in their
Grand
at
Rapids, Mich.
tions that they would not give up for ing
Annual
of Western Power
regatta
the world.
111.
1
"When two young people marry and Boat association opens at Peoria,
tennis
New
state
York
Central
start out In life together, it Is necestournament opens at M
sary for them to pool their Issues to championship
Utica,
home
their
learn
keep
together. They
Knockout" Brown vs. "Fighting
'c share the burden of expense and
Jack
Kelly, 10 round, at Toronto,
work together, they understand each
other's difficulties, and there is a com- Ont.
Wednesday
mon bond of sympathy between them
Opening of horse shows at Long
that forms a very strong tie.
N. J., and Manassas, Va.
In this way the wife, advances with Branch,
of three days' tournament
Opening
the husband. It used not to be so, and
in Tor
that in Itself would breed unhappiness. of Ontario Crlckett association
onto.
When a wife cannot advance with the
Jimmy Reagan vs. Monte Attell, 20
husband, and is, as they say, 'left be- at Sacramento, Calif.
rounds,
hind,' real happiness takes wings; but
Thursday
when they work together, have the
Grand
Southefn
states checker tour
same interests In common and undernament opens at Greenville, S. C.
stand each other in work and play.
"Cyclone Johnny" Thompson vs.
happiness is inevitable.
Willie
Lewis, 10 rounds, at New York
"That is just what many young per
City.
sons are doing today, and Instead of
Friday
taking their romance before marriage
Annual regatta of National associa
and doing without It through the bal
ance of the married life, they find it tion of Amateur Oarsmen at Saratoga,
Springs, N. Y.
after marriage.
Germantown Crlckett club vs. Royal
"In building a home for themselves,
at Woolwich, England.
Artillery
if it Is a mansion or an apartment, they
Corinthian
Football club sails from
are happy. Many of them marry when
to begin a toour of America.
England
rney are earning little. They save
Saturday
and strive until they have enough for
their home. They look forward to the Annual regatta of National Associatime when the wife may stay home tion of Amateur Oarsmen at Saratoga
N. Y.
and make it pleasant for the husband, Springs,
Germantown
Crlckett club vs. Koyal
and these are the young folk, who are
at
Woolwich,
Artillery
England.
hnppy, and it is this character of wife
World's schulling championship race
who, when she ceases to work, so un
derstands the stress of the husband's between Arnst and Pearce on Parabusiness day that he is always made matta river.
Opening of meeting of Niagara Raccomfortable by her when he comes
home. Selfishness does not form
ing association at Fort Erie.
Annual regatta of northern divisior
part of their scheme of existence.
"It is the romance of business that of Canadian Canoe association at Otis greatly woven Into these marriages, tawa,
and it Is romance that does not die in Annual sailing regatta of the Royal
o year that keeps them together and Nova Scotia Yacht
squadron.
Annual Chicago River Marathon
happy."
swim of the Illinois A. C, Chicago.
Missouri .Valley tennis championPHOTOGRAPHERS MEET
St Paul, Minn., July 24. Several ship tournament for men at Kansas
hundred of the leading photogrtphers City.
of America have arrived for the
thirty-firs- t
annual convention of their HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS
national association, which will get Must be relieved quickly and Foley's
under way tomorrow. All were busy Honey and Tar Compound will do it
E. M. Stewart, 10C4 Wolfram St.,
today opening cases containing pic"I have been greatly
writes:
tures for the national exhibit, which troubled
the hot summer
during
promises to be the largest ever hung months with hay fever and find that
by using Foley's Honey and Tar
by the association.
I get great relief." Many others
who suffer similarly will be glad to
OBSERVE PIONEER DAY
benefit by Mr. Stewart's experlenea
Salt Lake City, July 24. Pioneer O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug
Day, commemorating the arrival of Co.
Brlgham Young and his followers In
the Salt Lake Valley, July 26. 1847,
was celebrated as usual today by the
members of the Mormon church
throughout Utah and in other states
where the church has planted colon
ies.
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FOR SALE BY

WHOLESALERS OF

Clothing, Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Hats, Gaps & Gloves

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

Machinery Headquarters.
Grain Binders, '
flowing Machines,
Hay Rakes,
Bean Threshers,
Grain Threshers,
Bean Harvesters,

Deere Plows,
Farm Wagons,.

Spring Wagons,
Buggies,

Binder Twine,
E-M-

-F

Autos.

Chi-cag-

Com-oun-

KIDNEY DISEASES ARE CURABLE
under certain conditions. The rleht
medicine must.be taken before the
disease has tiro tressed too far. Mr.
Perry A. Pitman. Dale, Tex., say?
"I was flown In bed for four months
with kidney and bladder trouble and
One bottle of Foley's
(rail stones.
Kidney Remedy cured me well and
sound." Ask for It. O. G. Schnefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Don't sneer at the man In the hole.
by local applications, as they cannot He may climb out and kick you In.
ear.
reach the diseased portion of the
There Is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that is by constitutional

remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it Is entirely closed, deafness is
the result, and unless the Inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co, Toledo, Q
Sold by Dugglsts, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for eonstV
pation.

PEmiAIIEIITLY HEALS

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of materials is my

estimotto,
mates cheerful'
ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Mln 357.

d

Charles Ilf eld Company,
Laa Vegas, New Mexico.

WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not onjy a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY, JULY 24, 191 x.
told the romantic sT cry "of how
slew Big Champ Goliath
with a stone, the downfall of this ele
phant began. The lads of Las Vegas,
who sought to follow in young Davie's
footsteps, picked out this elephant as
their target for practicing, the' scienti
fic art of throwing atones. Gradually
took
the process of disintegration
a
His
his
toll,
leg all
trunk,
place.
these were torn away and yet be
stood, maimed beyond recognition
but faithful to the last.
Nature blended with youth to per
fect the gruesome task and rain and
flying sand tote" from his unprotected
sides- that lettered message which had
been his sole excuse for coming into
he scene. And yet he stood.
Poor, battered hulk, he stands there
his
'holes pock-marstill. Rust-eateemaciated sides. He rattles and jingles In the sweeping wind the sad
and sorrowful ghost of what he was
so many, many years ago.
He has finished his course, he has
fought a good fight; he has kept the
faith. It Is the unquestioned duty of a
municipality to give him
decent burial In the Junk heap and
remove the damn from our Elephant
was- -

Kid David
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The Politician I am going to sue
rou for libel. What do you mean by
picturing me as you have?
The Cartoonist But the pictures
look like you!
The Politician I know, but do
look like a man, who likes to look like
himself?

STILL SHE LOVED

HIM

ABSORBLETS

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
"Uncle Joe" Cannon, at a repubof any newspaper in Northeastern
lican banquet in Danville said of a
New Mexico.
reverse:
"There are consolations, to be
1911.
JULY
24,
MONDAY,
sure; but these consolations remind
LARGE AND SMALL FAKMS me of a Washington waiter. a famous
"A friend of mine entered
"Too many large farms," is the re- Washington fish house and ordered
crabs one hot June afterport that has been made to the United
came they
States department of thfe interior by noon. But when the crabs
him.
didn't
please
farming experts who have been mak"Waiter," he said, "these soft crabs
ing an inspection of the agricultural
''
are
very small."
districts of the United States. That
said the waiter.
sah,'
"'Yes,
this is true more particularly in the "
don't seem very fresh,
'They
matter of irrigated lands their opin either."
ion is most pronounced.
"Then, sah, it's lucky that they's
it Is pointed out In their reports that small,
sah, ain't it?" LosAhgeles
more attention to detail can be given Times.
...
,
"
by the man who owns and operates a
smaller acreage than where the tract
In the struggling days of Tuskegee,
of land which it is essayed to farm Booker T. Washington found that he
totals several thousand acres.
would have to use an old chicken
In the vicinity of Las Vegas it has house for a school room.
already been noted that the tendency
"Uncle," he said to an old . colored
is toward smaller farms which will man, "I want you to come down at 9
be operated In a way to bring the o'clock tomorrow morning and help
if
greatest variety of results, at the me clean out a henhouse."
same time giving consideration to the
"Law, now, Mr.' Washington," tthe
don't
fact that the sum total of the product old man expostulated, ,1'jpu-al- l
want to begin cleanln' out no hen
must be the highest possible.
Complaint has been made that many house roun' yere in ',de daytime,"
.'
of the large ranches in this section Success Magazine.
have not been producing In just pro
The doctor stood by the bedside
portion to the cash valuation which
looked gravely down at the sick
and
tbey represent. While not mentionman.
Las
in
even
New
Vegas
ing
particular,
"I cannot hide from" you the tact
Mexico for that matter, yet the gov111," he said.
"Is
ernment experts say in their reports that you are very
one you would like to Bee?"
there
any
that a farm which will not yield 8
"Yes," replied the sufferer faintly.
per cent Interest on an investment of
"Who is it?"
$60 an acre for 10,000 acres, can be
"Another doctor." Judge.
cut up into a large number of small
farms and bring returns of from 10
Republics are ungrateful.;' eald the
to 15 per cent. This, they point out, ready-made
;
philosopher.
Is not only because of the waste land
"Perhaps," replied Chugglns; "but
that ia not taken advantage of in the if you want a taste of real Ingratitude
large farms, but also in the closer at- take a party of friends out for an autention to detail which is permitted tomobile ride and listen to their saron tho smaller farm.
castic remarks if you happen to
on
Star."
break
soft-shelle- d

.,,
''

than two cents a bushel today. The
smash in prices resulted from general
heavy rains, especially in Kansas and
Nebraska.- - The consequent benefit to
the crop caused a great deal of longs
to be thrown on the market many stop
loss orders being brought into action.
beptemDer started at 63 to 63, a
fall of 1
to 2
and then rallied to 63. Wheat suffered from' the
weakness of corn but maintained
comparative firmness. The bulls were
encouraged by hopes of export busi
ness, by the lowering of estimates In
the northwestern states and by deHubby (modestly). I was taken
by surprise when you accepted me,
creasing deliveries of winter wheat.
Wifey (sarcastically). Is that so?
Cold weather In the Canadian fields
You were taken by mistake, if any
counted against the bears. September
thing.
to . a rally to 89
opened at 88
She Your lawyer In your, recent followed.
Oat9 went lower with corn.
suit made some pretty severe charges September opened
THE EXPLANATION
to
against the other fellow, didn't he?
41
d.iwn at 40
to
and
to
declined
He Yes, but that wasn't a marker
41. Steadiness formed the rule In
to the way he charged me.
provisions, though trade was inactive.
Initial sales were unchanged to 5 cents
SURE SIGN
oft with September pork at $16.65 and
January lard and ribs respectively
$f.2o and $8.00.
Dec. 81.
Wheat, Sept.
Dec. 60.
Corn, Sept.
Dec. 43.
Oats. Sept.
Pork, Sept. $16.47; Jan. blank.
Lard, Sept. $8.308.32. Jan. $8.30
Ribs, Sept. $8.52; Jan. $8.05.

83;
63;
40;

LIVERPOOL

Tit-Bit-

'

COTTON

Liverpool, July 24. Cotton closing
spot moderate business done. Prices
14 to 16 points
lower.
American
mldd fair 7.80; good midd 7.46; mldd
7.22; low midd 7.20; good ordinary
6.76; ordinary 6.51. Sales 7,000 males.

The Professor You are better fed
than taught.
The Stout Student I reckon you're
right. You teach me, but I feed my
self.

NEW YORK COTTON

HEART AND HEAD

Bald Old Gentleman-rNo- w,
kiddies,
do you want me to have a game of
'
';
with you? Eh v
When first the visitor comes to Las romps
no!
We're playing
Youngster Oh,
Vegas and asks where he should go
and you're no use. You're
tu see the sights, the proud residents at Indian,
,;.
scalped already.
of this beautiful city call his attention
tc the Elephant Butte damn.
George Ade, at tne recent Lambs'
They do not do it directly or Intenin New York, objected to the
gambol
tionally, of course, but they do it just
of the modern wife.
extravagance
the same. "Go out Douglas avenue,"
"It ia true that the married men of
as
uie uuvie
"xnat is our
given,
he ended, "have better halves,
principal street." And there they see today,"
bachelors
have better quarters."-Washingtobut
it.
;
Star.
The stranger, whose future opinion
of Las vegas will be formed and for"Father," said the small boy. "what
ever governed by first impressions,
She Do you think that athletlo
Is
a prodigy?"
in
shocked
horror at the Elegazes
"A prodigy, my son, is a boy who training Injures the heart?
phant Butte damn, speedily absorbs
The Professor No, Indeed. It Is
and comprehends its damning quali- can be persuaded to get his mind on
when it causes a man to lose his
ties and shakes his head, muttering the third dimension instead of trying only
head that it does any damage.
to himself that municipal pride 19 to get his feet on third base." Wash
lacking where such a condition Is per-- ington Star.
4
BROKEN LIMBS ALSO
mitted to exist.
it
He may not even realize that i,tj& Heaslwrri5id 3&n) dmt i hear.', of. the
;.
' ah
wllf'be
elephant, but the damn
bo charge of the Light Brigade?
"
evident, that PQttilas .else wilLJnaUer
Boy That musTha7eappehe3 b"e- iii the least
fcre dad was appointed to the, force,
Time was when the elephant was
What was they charged with!? Chi
new and his now rusty tin was covi
cago, News.
ered with, mouse-colorepaint Then
he was the proud bearer of a message
"There seems to be a penalty pro
to the people who passed along. Dougvided
for everything but stealing
las avenue at the corner of Eighth
street. He told them, by means of man's daughter."
large letters o his sides, to go to a "There's a penalty for that, too?"
"I'd like to know what it is."
certain store and buy their goods. His
"Hard
labor for life." Houston
was
heeded
on
and
he
stood
message
'
'
his little knoll and stared with his Post.
j
winkless eye.
But that time long is gone. Per
The uniform euecess that has at
haps the oldest inhabitant may dimly tended the ur s of Chamberlain's Colic,
remember what that message was, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
Thinks He died of a broken heart
made It a favorite everywhere.' It can
Perhaps but it is doubtful.
Winks Love?
f
depended-irpott- rFor sale
be
always
V
Far back in the ""past,' when first by all druggist, m tiUHiV--V y
, Thinks No, dynamite.

DAMN

Chicago, July 21. Cattle Receipts
TODAY'S MARKETS 25,000.;
Market steady. Beeves $5.10
7.10; Texas steers $4.506.10;
stockers
NEW .YORK STOCK EXCHANGE western steers $4.005.90;
and
COWS
I3.00S5.40:
and
foodera
New"Tork, July 24. After a" brief
$3.50
calves
heifers
$2.203.90;
display of. strength early Ja the day
the market grew heavy and leading 8.00.
Hogs Receipts 45,000. Markets td
stacks sank to slightly below .Satur10 cents lower. Lights $6.2506.75;
day's close. Trading was spiritless
and the only changes of consequence mixed $6.256.75; heavy $6.00
were among inconspicuous stocks. 0.25; good to choice heavy $6.25
buk of sales
Passage of the Canadian reciprocity 6.70; pigi $5.256.30;
'.
,.,'
$l!.456.65.
,
bill- by the senate did not
impart
Market
26.000.
Sheep Receipts
sirength to the roads most affected
10 cents lower. Native $2.50
to
steady
and Northern Pacific, Great Northern
western $2.7o4.60; yearpreferred and Canadian Pacific all fc'4.50;
native $3.75
were heavy.
Evansville and Terre lings $4.255.50; lambs,
western
(0)7.20;
$4.505.90.
Haute gained 3 points. Bonds were
steady. The market closed heavy. The
KANSAS CITY L(VE STOCK
list developed a pronounced downKansas
City, July 24, Cattle Re
ward tendency In the last hour when
Market steady to 10
8,000.
lowest prices were scored: Last sales ceipts
Native steers $4.5
cents
higher.
were:
steers $4.005.75;
southern
6.90;
68
Amalgamated Copper
southern cows and , heifers $2.75
American Beet Sugar
117
4.50; antive cows and heifers $2.50
Atchison1
.113
Hewitt You'll be weighed in the
65; stockers and feeders $3.00
136
deal Northern nfd
balance and found wanting.
00; bulls $2.754i5; calves $4.00
109
Jewett Well. I ll be sorry for you. New York Central
steers
$4. 50 6. 25;
7.00; western
If they cremate you and then sift the Northern Pacific
133
western cows $2.754.75.
ashes.
157
Reading
Market 5
Hogs Receipts 6,000.
Southern Pacific
123
sales
cents
Bulk
of
lower.
$6.25
Union Pacific
190
HIS BILL AWFUL LARGE
and
50;
packers
heavy
$6.456.60;
United States Steel
79
butchers
$6.20
lights
$6.356.55;
United States Steel, pfd.
.118
6 '.50.
Sheep Receipts
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Muttons
Chicago, July 24. Corn broke more steady.

down."-Washlngt-

THE ELEPHANT BUTTE

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK

ALL AROUND

.

n

(Cash In Advance for Mail
Subscriptions.)
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
Tiutte.
oe responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR.

OF

"Des yo' belieb dat Jim Johnson am
.'
really converted?"
"'Deed I does, I'se bin vlsitin' his
house fo' de last tree months, an' dey
hasn't had a mouthful ob chicken."

New York, July 24. Cotton, spot
closed quiet 5 points higher.
Mldd
uplands 13.60; mldd gulf 13.85. Sales
,500 bales.
NEW YORK
New York, July 24.

'

METAL

Lead firm 4.45
4.55; Standard copper easy, spot
and Sept. 12.1012.1225. Silver 52.

BARRED OUT.
NEW YORK MONEY
New York, July 24. Call money 2

;

2

per cent; prime paper

Mexican dollars 45.

44.

Market
lambs

6,000.

$3.504.50;
$5.757.00; fed wethers and yearlings $3.505.25; fed western ewes

CANADA
inc. AnaceTHE SUCCESS wr Tiir
MENT RESTS WITH PARLIA"-"-

Market
unchanged. Territory and western mediums 1719; fine mediums

1617;

1114.

GOMPERS

ET AL PLEAD

24.-- The
success
Ottawa, Ont., July
now
is
up to
of
reciprocity
or failure
comCanada. The United States has
barbusiness
the
pleted its part of
the
Dominion
excepting
the
gain with
actual signing of the bill by PresiWeddent Taft. This will take place
Canadian
the
will
When
nesday.
act and what will it do now
13 the important question?
The favorable action today by the
United States senate on the agreement puts the Dominion government
in a somewhat stronger position, but
It is conceded it "will not prove a
factor in breaking the present deadlock on the question In the Canadian
commons. The leaders of the opposition profess to see no change in the
situation, and assert they will continue the filibuster against a measure, which, they claim, is the enterof
ing wedge looking to dissolution
Canada's ties with the mother counpar-liame- nt

ma-

jority cannot force closure on a ques
tion of this kind. The opposition can
delay a vote indefintely by providing speakers to continue debate and
this line of attack will be continued
next
when parliament
week, It Is asserted.
A dissolution of parliament and an
appeal to the country in a general
election with reciprocity as the Issue
Is the only course left the govern
ment and it is expected Premier Lau- rler, who conferred with members of
the cabinet on the subject Saturday
afternoon, will take advantage of the
first opportunity to bring about prorogation, perhaps within a fortnight.
Thirty days will be required to get
the election machinery In order and
voting, therefore, cannot take place
until October.
If the liberals are returned with
their present safe worlkng majority
the new parliament would be able to
enact the agreement before the first

Washington, July '24. In lieu of
answers to, the contempt
formal
charges against them, Messrs. Samuel
Gompers, John Mitchell and Frank
Morrison of the American Federation
of Labor late today entered pleas of
not guilty before Justice Wright of
the district supreme court. They also
entered a plea of immunity under the
statute of limitations and attacked
the court for not having instituted the
proceedings within the statutory time
limit Further hearing was postponed
for today.
Declaring that the attack made upon him before a congressional committee by Mr. Gompers left him no
alternative but to proc ed with the
trial to the end, Justice 'Wright today
reiterated his refusal to certify tho of the year.
One of the cabinet ministers said
contemipt cases of; the three, labor
'
'' "
today:
leaders to some other members of the
now
stands bethat
"The
only thing
i
court.
tween the Canadian farmer and a free
eirtry to the great American market
MAN AND WIFE SKIP
is Jthe conservative minority in the
Leaving behind a number of unpaid house. The harvest Is
approaching
bills, A.' E. Hagerman, accompanied
Canadian crops never promised a
and
Saturday
by his wife, disappeared
The farmers
more bountiful yield.
night. Charles Skafte, whe with his
of
will
soon
have
greater
quantities
two children resides at the Hagerman
will
market
home
than
the
home, discovered yesterday morning produce
the couple had not occupied the absorb.
"I am confident there will be'.a dehouse during the night. They did
from all parts of the country
mand
not return during the day. Mr. and
Mrs. Hagerman went on a shopping for the passage of the reciprocity bill
trip Saturday evening, according to which the opposition will find irresistSkafte, but never returned. Hager- ible. If they persist in obstruction
man was employed, by Nick Hilgers, by abusing the parliamentary privilthe drayman. He had been here sev- ege of free speech, parliament will
eral months. He is said to owe a con- be dissolved and the people will be
siderable sum in room rent and for asked to pass on reciprocity at the
furniture which he purchased on the general election.
Installment plan. He left the furni"The government is confident the
ture. It Is not known which direction country will demonstrate its approval
Hagerman took, though it Is thought of the measure by returning the gov
he hiked on Santa Fe train No. 8.
etnment with a handsome majority.'
.

The lazier a man is the more fish
There are two sides io an arguhe can catch.
ment, but only one end.
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TO TEACH INDIANS GRAND CANYON OF MAROONS PROVED

.PERSONALS

Mrs. Maude R. Frost of Santa Fe
Is here for a visit to friends.
William H. Springer and William
The maa who does the
Steadman were Sunday guests nt
weighing, the measuring
Harvey's.
the man who knows how
Captain John W. Collier ot the New
and why the man on
Mexico mounted police Is a visitor at
whom everything depends.
"
Our responsibility Is never
Camp Mills.
lost sight of for a moment
Henry' Shaw is here from Steuben-ville- ,
in prescription filling. Every
O., for a visit to his parents, Dr.
and Mrs. E. Ti. Shaw.
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any
Misses Elizabeth Condon and Sabira
standpoint that you may
Tierney left this afternoon for Den
take. You may feel safe
ver, where they expect to sijend the
and sure if we fill your
'
summer.'
prescription.
Miss Addle Merrill, one of the
popular teachers at the Castle school,
left Saturday for a short visit to her
WINTERS DRUG CO. home at Portsmouth, O.
Colonel E. W. Dobson of the staff
of Governor Mills arrived this afterPhone Maiu a
noon from Albuquerque to attend the
festivities of Governor's Day.
Solomon Luna, republican national
committeeman from New Mexico, ar
rived today from his home In Los
Lunas. He will remain until after
Governor's Day.
Governor William J. Mills arrived
today from Santa Fe and will remain
in Las Vegas for several days. He will
be guest of honor at Camp Mills on
Wednesday, Governor's Day.
W. E. Hodges, vice president of the
Santa Fe railway, was a visitor In Las
Vegas today with Harry W. Kelly and
FORMER CITY EDITOR OF THE other friends. Mr. Hodges expects to
OPTIC WILL BE A8SISTANT
go on a fishing trip to the Pecos river.
,

COLLINS GOING
TO LOS ANGELES
HERALD

EDITOR

MANAGING

Mrs. E. R. Collins,

who

and
lave been in Las Vegas for two
months, visiting Mrs. Collins' mother,
Mr.

v

Mrs. R. Flint, will leave Wednesday
ior Los Angeles, where Mr. Collins
has accepted a position as assistant
managing editor of the Los Angeles
Herald. Mr. Collins, who was formerly city editor of The Optic, has been
for three years in the employ of the
Hearst newspapers, having been located with them in Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Boston.
"I like the west much better than
the east," he said today to a reporter
for The Optic, "and it is for that reason that I have decided not to return
to Boston. From the standpoint of
liealthfulness, beauty and desirability
as a home. Las Vegas has much that
is not possessed by any city east of
the Mississippi. I have enjoyed my
vacation here splendily and I do nbt
believe there Is another place in the
country from which so pleasurable an
outing trip can be taken.
"There is one thing that I would like
to say, if The Optic will lend me the
space in which to say it. I think
every resident of Las Vegas ought to
feel proud of the splendid appearance
of this city, its homes, its- sidewalks
ar.d the progress it has made under
have
conditions that circumstances
made rather trying.
"I wish, too, to compliment The Optic. Nowhere else have I seen a city
the size of Las Vegas with a newspaper that is so good. When it is con
sidered that the business that can
come to a newspaper in a community
the size of this necessarily must be
small, it requires a certainty of judgment and a carefulness of administration that will bear no mistakes If a
paper is to be successful. But I would
like to see any city In the United
States of no greater population than
Las Vegas and I mean both city and
town when I say that that can show
so good a newspaper as the daily that
13 serving the public here."
BIG AIR RACE IS ON

Edinburgh.. Scotland, July 24. J.
Vedrines, the French aviator, in a
, Moran-Boreamoonplane, maintains
the lead In the circuit of Great Britain's
aviators' race for the Dally Mall's
He covered the distance, of
prize.
343 miles from Hendon to Edinburgh
this morning in less than six hours'
.actual flying time. Beamont followed
Vedrines closely. Weyman, still experiencing bad luck, was held up at
Hendon waiting the arrival of a new
-propeller, but got away about noon,
Sflying at great speed.
.

H

BROTHER BEAT HIS TIME
Los Angeleg, July 24. Coming from

San Francisco two days ago to present a diamond ring to the girl to
whom he was engaged to be married,
Fred Sohalhle found that she had
been married two weeks ago to his
brother. Last night as he was being
taken to jail for an attempt to kill
his brother, he sent a bullet into his
breast and probably will die. The revolver with which 'he attempted suicide was bought with the proceeds
The
from the pawning of the ring.
arresting officer, thinking he was be
ing attacked when the prisoner drew
his revolver, pulled his own out and
fired at Schalble but missed.
The
brothers
had worked together as
waiters for many years.
WILL CAUCUS
Washington, July 24. The demo
cratic senators have decided to hold
a caucus tomorrow or Wednesday to
consider the wool tariff revision. House
democratic leaders are pressing them
to content themselves with voting on
the house" wool bill' and to refrain
from passing
the La Follette bill,
advothough democratic senatorial
cates of the' Li Follette bill are In
the maporlty. Many conferences were
held among democrats and Insurgents
today and the Question is monopolizing the attention of the senators.- Debate on the Underwood wool revision
bill from the house, beginning after
routten business today, will run until
the vote, next Thursday.
DEMOCRATS

;

-

CONTRACTOR

and BUILDER

Estimates Furnished on All Kind of
Building Job Woik a Specialty.
Opposite Optic
Phone, Main 336.

WONDERFUL

:

BOSTON

MAN

ADVANTAGES

AT BATON

PRAISES

SCENIC

Cigarette Cases, Match Boxes,
Stamp Boxes, etc.
(i

.

AT LAS VEGAS'

If the Indian wards of the nation do
not have better health and are not
freer from tuberculosis and traihoma
in the next twelve months than ever
before it will not be because the med
ical chiefs and the educational super
visors have not exerted every effort
to bring about Improved conditions.
was
Recently in Washington there
held a conference of the supervisors
of all departments of the Indian ser
vice including the medical, and com
prehensive plans were outlined for
the broadening of the scope of the
work among the red men so as to bet
ter their condition in every way, nut
especial attention to be given to health
measures.
Tuberculosis' and trachoma, the two
diseases which bring havoc to many
Indian families, are to be fought with
all the vigor possible. Doctors who
know trachoma In all its insidious
reservaphases are to travel from one
of the
care
the
to
tion
other, taking
worst cases. They will select an aglocal
gravated case and call in the
Indian
the
after
looks
who
physician
and Instruct him In every particular
of the treatment so that he will be
able to take care of all future cases
without outside aid.
A hundred pictures of trachoma in
its various stages have been made by
the Indian medical department. Mov
ing nlctures are to be shown at every
reservation and everv Indian school,
accompanied by lectures by the trav
eling medical experts. The lecturer
will also treat the subject of tubercu
losis exhaustively and show pictures.
One of the features of the plans to
check the spread of tuberculosis will
be the work of the field matrons, as
They are to go
they are termed.
and remain In
men
red
the
among
each Indian camp for some weeks,
living with the Indian families and
insisting on them learning every pre
caution necessary to check disease.
The necessity of plenty of fresh air,
cleanliness about the homes end per
sons of the Indians, a recognition of
the dangerous nature of trachoma,
once it Is started, and segregation of
the affected Indians will be some of
the things looked after by these matrons. In the future the medical department will Insist on at least 500
cubic feet of air in the dormitories.
The work is being aided by the con
struction of hospitals for the Indians
tn all parts of the country. They contain all of the latest equipments, in
cluding sleeping porches.

Las Vegas Is overlooking some
thing that no other city In the country would fall to take advantnse of.
The grand canyon of the Gallinui U
a scenic attraction that has no su
perior on the American continent,
Yet I have never seen it even men
tioned in print and did not know anything about it until I came here and
saw It by accident."
That is the opinion of William P.
Prestley, a resident pf Boston and a
man. who has traveled in Europe as
well as having visited the main points
of scenic prominence In America. Mr.
Prestley passed through Las Vegas
yesterday on his way to El Paso on a
business trip and to a reporter for
The Optic he went Into details about
his vlst here several months ago
when, as he says, he "discovered" the
canyon of the Gallinas.
"They tell you about the grand
canyon of the Colorado until you are
sick of listening to it. Of course it Is
grand.- Nobody Is going to attempt
to deny that. But it is grand of a
scale 'that not only is hard to comprehend but It 1b difficult to see and
It costs lots of money
appreciate.
to see the Colorado canyon and see
it to Its full advantage.
"But in Gallinas canyon Las Vegas
has a scenic attraction that nobody
ever hears of, but which has a thousand advantages from the standpoint
of the sightseer. All the tourist can
do Is to stand on the brink of the
Colorado canyon and gaze, but Gal
linas canyon can be gone Into and
It has
explored from end to end.
caves and cascades, shady nooks,
giant boulders, overhanging cliffs,
Indian relics, trout pools, trees and
everything that the outing explorer
could ask for or desire. ,
"Of course it Is not so mighty as
the canyon of the Colorado. But that
is an added advantage. It can be
seen and comprehended and enjoyed.
"I came to Las Vegas on business
and was forced to stay over Sunday.
A friend told me that I ought to go
up to El Porvenlr for the trip and I
spent Sunday in. that way. But In
passing over the. scenic road I got a
glimpse of the canyon of the Gallinas
and I simply went into ecstacles over
it ' So, instead of going away on
Monday,' as I had planned. I stayed
ten days longer and went up into that
canyon and put In my time seeing
zhe things that are there revealed as
they are to be found nowhere else.
"And after I had seen the wonders
of the canyon above the Hot Springs,
DENIES
WICKERSHAM
CHARGES I went down Into the gorge by Romer-ovlll- e
and found beauty places that
Washington, July 24. Attorney General Wickersham today branded as kept me busy for another two days. I
falsehoods the charges of Delegate can truthfully say that I never enWickersham of Alaska, that the at- joyed another vacation like I did
torney general had ''shielded Alaskan that."
Mr. Prestley believes that the won
criminals" and allowed the statute of
limitations to run in an alleged coal ders of Gallinas canyon should be
contract fraud case. These and other boosted In large letters wherever Las
emphatic disclaimers were made be- Vegas Is mentioned and suggests that
fore the house committee on the ju- the secretary of the Commercial Club
diciary as an answer to the delegate's take it up with the Santa Fe railway's
to see if
The attorney general advertising
allegations.
department
said the statute of limitations In the mention of it cannot be secured in
coal contract case would not run until tjhe literature gotten out by" the rail
road which is interested in bringing as
March, 1912.
He
many tourists here as possible.
At the regular meeting of the Elks also believes that if handsome phototomorrow evening fifteen or twenty graphs were made of some oft the
candidates will be Initiated. All can- canyon's most striking features, these
didates who have been elected have could be framed and hung in the debeen notified to report at 8 o'clock at pot buildings of Chicago, New York,
Boston, St. Louis and the other large
the O. R. C. hall.
cities and would result in much Into Las Vegas.
A marriage license was issued this creased travel
Mr.
Prestley expects to return here
morning at the court house to Lucia-to spend a two months'
summer
next
nita Gauna, aged 19, and Manuel Sena,
vacation.
21.
Both
are' residents of Bux
aged
ton.
Baseball should be played on the
Manuel Duran was fined $5 and square, in spite of the fact that it is
costs for drunkenness by Police Judge played on the diamond.
r. R. Murray this morning. He paid

Modern seven room home on Seventh St. All
uupiuvcuicuu, uuiu iiiMuc auu out, in
best condition. Three lots, good lawn and

trees

Will Sell on Small

WON SATURDAY'8 GAME 18 TO 8
LOST SUNDAY'S
GAME

VERY DOOR
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Home for Dale
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6 TO 3

THE MAROONS' RECORD
Jups, 2; Maroons 11.
Japs, 8; Maroons, 9.
Railroaders, 1; Maroons

May 16
May 17
May 30

TAUPERT'S

f

Jeweler

Dawson, 7; Maroons, 3.
Dawson, 4, Maroons, 2
June 11 Dawson, 2; Maroons, 3
June 18 Santa Fe, 13; Maroons

June

4

10

RETAIL PRICES- lbs. or More, Etch Delivery
lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Dallvary
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 lbs Each Delivery
Lsss Than 60 lbs. Each Delivery

2fiOO

11.

June 19 Albuquerque, 3; Ma- f roons, 4.
June 20 Albuquerque, 4; Ma- f roons, 3.
June 24 Santa Fe8; Maroons d.
June 25 Santa Fe 3; Maroons 7.
July 4 Wagon Mound, 3; Ma- roons, 10.
July 9 Santa Fe 6 ; Maroons 8.
July , 15 Albuquerque, 5; Ma- 4-roons, 10.
4 July 16 Albuquerque, 11; Ma- 4 roons, 6.
4- July 17 Santa Fe 12; Maroons
4- -

4
4- -

4--

Standing of the Team
Won 11; lost 7; percentage,
44-4-4--

4
4

.

.

.;

Famous

,

.

Rent Estate

'4;
The Investment and Agency Corporation,
GEORGE A. FLEMING, Manager.

I

523,

Office

701

SJxh,

St,,..

Phone Main 15.

lbs.

60o

per

100

lbs.

Douglas Avenue.

Notice to Subscriber
Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
the city during the summer months may have The Optic
sent to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
at the business office. The address can be changed as
often as desired. Subscribers should give the old address
when asking to have the paper sent to a new location.

4

4

The Maroons are the real goods.
They demonstrated that fact by defeating the Raton Grays Saturday' by
a score of 18 to 8 and holding that
r
aggregation to a 6 to 3 score
in yesterday's game. The game yesterday was called In the sixth Inning
with the Maroons at bat. The Las
Vegas boys were clouting the ball
hard and Indications were that they
would annex the game. Kelly, Raton's
star twlrler, who was in the box, was
growing weak and the Maroons were
hitting him hard. The game yester
day' was lost on errors, three being
made in the first inning through mis- plays on the part of the Maroons.
Saturday the Maroons knocked out
three pitchers for Raton. Kelly was
the first to get his bumplngs. He was
followed by Barnett, who fared no
better.- - McCauley finished the game.
Smith pitched for the Maroons Satur
day and held Raton to twelve hits.
Barr twirled yesterday and allowed
six hits, some of which were scratchy.
Saturday's game was characterized
"by heavy hitting by the Maroons and
errors by Raton. The locals put up
a good game in both contests.
R. H. E.
Saturday's game:
2
18 16
Las Vegas
8 12 12
Raton
R. H. E.
Sunday's game:
7
5
3
Las Vegas ..
'

all-sta-

Raton

6

6

f.r.

(Incoporated)
M
fill if

MEETING

The annual meeting of the stock
holders of the Las Vegas Improvement
company, will be held Monday, Aug- 21st, at 3 o'clock p. m., at the stated
office in Aetna Building association
rooms on the Plaza.

GROCERS
In
HIDES and PELTS

WHOLESALE

"f.fT'lj

and Dealon

WOOL.

BAINWAOONSRACINEVEIlICLES-taae-

itt

...

S

SEVEN HOUSES

(if

East Las Vegas, N.M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N.'M;
'J.j

Corona, N.

M-- ,

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado

If it may be termed a science

2

The Maroons will play Dawson here
Wednesday and Thursday. Saturday
and Sunday Raton will be here for
return games.
ANNUAL

GROSS, llELL Y & CO.

The
Science of
Selling

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest use the

Farms
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WANT COLUMNS

San MiguelNational Bank
M. CUNNINOHAM, President,
PRANK SPRINQER, Vk PrMldcot,

OmpltmlPmldliA

9ioo.eoo.oo
It.

"?

0BB,OOO.OO

.HOSKINS, Cahler,

i

--

THE PARISIAN

100

4
4
4
4

4
.647.

per

40o per 100 lbs.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas

4

10.
4
July 22 Raton, 8; Maroons, 18. 4
July 23 Raton, 6; Maroons. 3; 4
4
(six Innings.)
f

30o

AG'M PUR A CiOMPANY

4- 4-

20o per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs,

1,000

Interest Paid on i Time Deposits
t::l

and Woman's Garments,
Laces, Lace Curtains, Kid
Gloves and Slippers, Neckties; Clean and Bleach Straw
and Panama Hats; Clean and
Block Felt Hats.
We call
for and deliver the goods.

Here is a chance to get a house on practically the same
terms as rent. We have other houses for sale, larger and
smaller, all; prices and terms. ' See us when you think of investing in r ,,,) .....

Optician

2.

June

.p;t

Bi-

DEPOSITORS
Keep on coming to this bank of savings because they know they getja square deal here
and that we pay best rates of .interest. The
officials of this

will clean and press all Men's

$4500

at

',,".,'

.ft.')

DRY CLEANERS

Cash Payment, Balance
at
8 per cant Interest,
Monthly

Phone Main 40.

Traveling Sets. Flasks. Drinking Cups,
,

DANGERS OF TUBERCULOSIS AND
TRACHOMA WILL BE SHOWN

81

J

r

1
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Trank Revell,
1

That a member of the National
Guard cannot shirk attendance at the
annual encampments was demonstrated this morning when a squad of
Company H men was sent to Las
Vegas to seize certain members of
the organization and take them to
Camp Mills. The men failed to report
at the encampment, according to orders. The squad of guardsmen this
morning made the delinquents drop
whatever work they were engaged In
and accompany them. The excuse
that a man Is unable to get away
from work Is not recognized as there
is a law punishing any employer who
discharges an employe for doing Na
tional Guard duty.

DISEASES

"a
PIuIMkeSyJCQL0
i

POPE
Rome. July
Pope Plus hai
Jkaken
cold and is suffering from a
-- sore throat
as well as experiencing
Dr.
T.he Inconvenience of hoarseness.
Ettore
phyconsulting
Marchlafava,
t
sician to His Holiness, found the patient had a slight temperature today,
and ordered that his audiences for the
"present he abandoned.

3

News has been received here of the
death In La Junta of Louise, the little
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Jones,
formerly of Las Vegas. Mr. Jones Is
chief clerk to General Superintendent
J. M. Kurn. The ause of the death of
the child was typhoid, of which there
are said to be over 100 cases In La
Jiinta.

THEIR CLASS

THE GALLINAS

HOWTO COMBAT

Before .You Start on Your Vacation Trip, We Would Like
id Show You Our Line of Vacation Articles, such as

SAVINGS BANK
i

are obliging and treat their patrons liberally
where loans and discounts are arranged for.
Accounts subject to daily check. '

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BAIIK

6

22,500

CASH IS

PAIDFORPITCHER

010LE

Shannon. But Shannon was a major
leaguer and had been tried and found
worth the money.
In the case of O'Toole It U dlffer-don- e
fine work In the American association this year and last year was la
the Western league. What he will r"o
against major league teams remains
to be seen.
AT BAYREUTH
Bayreuth, July 24. To Judge from
AMERICANS

NO CAUSE FOR GREAT ALARM

TO TAKE PLANT IMPRESSIONS
Two Methods That Result In Pictures
Which Closely Resemble Good
Steel Engravings.

Children an Old Phenomenon,
Now More Evident.

wiMMuwwwMiMg THE

J5he Optic

THE

LOBBY

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER3
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

The enormous number of defective

Here is a way to take Impressions
of plants which will resemble steel engravings. Two of them, In fact; take
your choice.
The first method Is to take half a
sheet of fine woven paper and cover
its surface with sweet oil; let it stand
a moment or two, rub off the superfluous oil and hang it in the air. When
it is fairly dry, move it slowly over
the flame of a candle, lamp or gas
burner . (caution) until it is quite
black, lay the plant or leaf on it,
Dlace a clean piece of paper on lop
and rub equally with the fingers for
about half a hinute; then take up the
on
plant and place it on the paper
which It is desired to leave an impression. Cover it with a piece of blotting paper and rub as before. The
impression will then
engraving-lik-

school children Bhould not alarm us
too greatly. . Bad as it all is, there is
plenty of evidence that It Is an old,
old phenomenon as old indeed as
man himself but now more evident
because there are more people. It 1s

wflCJT

AND

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

LODGE
A. M.

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY

brothers always welcome to the
W. O. Wood, sachem;
wigwam.
,David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

NO. 2, A. F. A
com-
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month. Visiting broth,
the proportion or detectives should
mer is likely to attract as many or
ers cordially Invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
increase, though as a matter of fact
than lr
V
St Paul, Minn.. July 24. With the even more American tourists
there is no evidence that It has. Big
W. M.;(Chas. H.
H.
William
Stapp.
constJerabl
A
fourth Tuesday evening of each
very
previous years.
cities are modern affairs and that Is
sweeping signature of Barey Drey-fus- s
Secretary.
Sporleder,
8l
tickets
season
of
the
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
by their phenomena are being dis
to a check for $22,500 made pay- proportion
covered, but the accounts of London
Brothers are cordially Invited. O.
able to the St. Paul baseball club, the readv have been sold to Americans.
NO.
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VEGAS
COMMANDERY,
some centuries ago showed a deplor
of the season will
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D W.
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take
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Condon, Secretary
proportion
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which continue until August 20,
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his yacht.
Coast sees a man forcedsailing
over the rail
of
a boat at a distance. Coaat
rescues him
and finds the refugee to be a fellow
named Appleyard, who pretends he was
a stowaway on the boat and was thrown
overboard.
hlle

'CHAPTER VT.
Induces
Appleyard
Coast to let him run his craft, and they
arrive at a lonely island, which
Appleyard
tells Coast Is an unhabtted spot known
as No Man's Land. Next morning Coast
finds his helper and the tender of the
yacht missing.
CHAPTER Vir. Th t.n,W I.
ftr.
found on the shore
Coast and
yard
he starts out to explore by
the desolate
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Island. He comes upon some deserted
buildings, and discovers a man dead. He
has been executed with a bowstring.

(Continued from Yesterday.)
CHAPTER VII.
Some moments elapsed, Coast's
very nerve and sense upon the rack.
Though he heard It no more, still that
cry rang In his head, and he could but
wait, smitten dumb, and motionless,
feeling his chilled flesh crawl, enthralled by fearsome shapes conjured up by an Imagination striving
vainly to account for what had happened wait (It seemed) interminably; for what he hardly knew or
guessed, unless It were for a repetition or some explanation of that inexplicable cry.
He received neither. His straining
faculties detected none but familiar
noises.
Insensibly he grew more calm. So
silent was the world, seemingly so
saturated with the spirit of brooding
peace, that he wae tempted to believe he had dreamed that first shriek,
to which he had wakened, and that
the second was but an echo of It in
his brain: some hideous trick of
merves, a sort of waking hallucination,
to be explained only on psychological
grounds.
And
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...
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Qth-'jfts-

jswijn,

fr
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ITpresently It occurred to him fo wonder where the Echo lay o.ff What

Appleyard'" responses to his
several hours" back, returned
The name. No Man's
1to memory.
lLand, Intrigued. He interrupted Ins
inVigil to investigate such sources of
hand.
had
at
he
as
formation
!
In the cabin again, with the ter.P
turned high, he dragged out a chan 3
Inumber 112 of the admirable sen:
ipublished by the Coast and Geodr' ;
Survey, delineating with wonderru
accuracy the hydrography of B vi-et
zard's Bay and Vineyard and
Sounds, together with the tor
graphy of the littoral and islanda.
With pencil it was easy to trace the
Echo's course from New Bedford harbor through Quick's Hole; a little to
the east of which, say of Robinson s
Hole, the fog had overtaken them. To
the south and eaBt of that point !::'
Martha's Vineyard, for all the wor'.d
And
like, a trussed fowl In profile.
Head-- was
of
south
Gay
due
there yes,
No Man's Land, Its contour much
that of an infant's shoe, the heel dig
tine into the Atlantic. Compariscn
with the scale demonstrated It to be
long c
toughly a mile and
a mile wide extreme measurement?.
inCoast stared at it with renewed
of
convinced
time
first
the
terest, for
!stf?nee of a spot so oddly
thn
named. A number of black dots along
Its northern shore seemed to Indicatedistinctbui'dings but Appleyard had
lv said "uninhabited.
Coast turrel out the lamp and went
back to the deck.
nothing to be seen, notn-inThere
. .
to dc,
land.

Knr-tuck-

tion, he chanced upon an odd end of
thought, one of those stray bits of in
formation, mostly culled from desultory reading, that clutter the back of
every man's brain.
He happened to remember hearing;
some time, some where, that fog rare
ly clings to the surface of moving water; that, by putting one's vision upon
a plane almost horizontal with the
water. It is ordinarily possible to see
for some distance roundabout.
"There may be something la it . .
. No harm to try."
Forthwith he scrambled out upon
the stern, from which, after some intricate maneuvering and by dint of
considerable physical ingenuity, he
managed to suspend himself, at peril
of a ducking, with his head near the
water.
He was promptly Justified of his
pains; the theory proved itself in
that one instance at least; between
the slowly undulant floor, glassy and
colorless, and the fagged fringe of
the mist curtain, he discovered a
definite space.
Directly astern and, roughly, some
forty feet away, a shelving stretch of
d
pebbly beach, softly lapped by
ripples, shut in the view. The
Echo's tender, drawn up beyond the
water's edge, bisected It.
"Good," said Coast, abstracted, recovering from his constrained position.
Curiosity gripped him strongly, caution contending vainly; he knew quite
well that he would never bide content
until he had probed for the cause and
source and solved the mystery of that
wild cry in the night just gone.
Moreover, be felt In a measure responsible for Appleyard. Surely there
must be some strange reason for his
protracted absence.
Abandoning himself, deaf to the
counsels of prudence, Coast rose and
stripped off his clothing.
He let himself gently into the water
(fearing to dive because he did not
know its depth) and found it warm-war- mer
than the air. He struck out
cautiously, using the slow,
but silent breast stroke. In two
minutes, however, he was wading up
to the beach.
There was no sign ot Appleyard:
only the tender. Upon that stone-strewshore the feet of the
had left no trail. Though Coast cast
about in a wide radius, he found no
sign of the missing man. The peb
bles scratched and bruised his un
protected feet, and he began to shiver
with cold. He gave it up, presently,
returned to the tender, pushed off
and sculled out to the Echo.
Then, having rubbed his flesh to a
blush with a coarse towel, he dressed,
took the small boat back to the beach,
drew it up and, now fully committed
to an enterprise the folly of which he
stubbornly refused to debate, set off
to reconnolter along the water's edge,
feeling his way.
After a time the beach grew more
sandy, and emboldened by the knowledge that he would have his footprints to guide him back, he left the
water and struck Inland but only to
find his progress In that direction
checked by a steep wall of earth, a
cliff-likbluff of height Indeterminand deeply
able, Its flanks wave-eateseamed by rain.
At random, with no design, he
turned again to his left and proceeded
as before, but now along the foot of
Ihe bluff, trudging heavily through
daffif), fielding sand,
Still no sign of Appleyard.
He must have tramped, at a rude
guess, several hundred yards before
he discovered either a break in the
Vluff or any change in the general
configuration of the shore. Ultimateinly, however, the one fell away
land and the other widened.
A moment later he came upon a
small catboat careened above high,
tide mark, with a gaping wound in its
starboard side, forward and below the
low-voice-

n
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So-o-

you, old fellow. Good old boy it's
all right now steady . . . Why,

at

the' poor brute's blind!"
For as its eyes rolled up he saw
that they were blank and llghtless,
the irides masked with a film of
white.
"Cataract," he said, releasing the
"That's why he couldn't see
dog.
I wondered . .' . Helme.
lo, what now?"
. Comforted and reassured,
the dog
had drawn away and resumed its mysterious circling, nosing the earth with
anxious whinlngs. Abruptly is paused,
then
tense, lithe frame quivering,
made oft at a rapid trot in the direction whence It had appeared. A moment later the heartrending howl
walled out again.
Almost unwillingly Coast followed,
nerving himself against the discovery
he feared to make. . . .
Half a dozen steps, and be almost
fell over the dog. He recoiled with a
cry of horrified consternation.
"Appleyard!. . ."
But it was not Appleyard.
On raw, naked earth In the middle
of the rude village street, a man lay
prone with one forearm crooked beneath his head, his other limbs repulsively asprawl. His head, near
which the collie squatted, lifting its
mournful muzzle to the sky, was bare

...

CHAPTER VIII.
"There's no sense in this none
whatever!" Coast spoke for the first
time la twenty minutes or so. "Where
in thunderation am I, anyhow?"
He stood in thought, pursing his
underllp between a thumb and forefinger, wits alert to detect the clue to
his bearings that was denied him, for
all that the fog had thinned perceptibly within the last third of an
hour.
This much he knew and no
more: that be was lost
' As from a
great distance came the
muffled mourning of the blind dog.
Coast shivered. "I cant stand that"
he said Irritably, and plunged on In
desperation.
Before him, presently, a wall
started up out of the
earth,
a low stone wall, grey where It was
not green with lichen, and ran off inland, diverting the path to keep it
company. Some distance farther on
a second wall, counterpart of the other, Intersected It at right angles. Here
was a primitive stile. Coast climbed
over and continued, following the
tortuous trail across a
wide expanse of rolling, semi- - sterile,
treeless upland, thickly webbed with
other footways.
Unexpectedly a rail fence sprang up
across the path. Beyond it a company
of indistinct blurs uncertainly shadowed forth what he took, and what
the event proved, to be a farmhouse
with outbuildings.
Encouraged, Coast climbed the
fence and addressed himself to the
farmhouse, coming inevitably first to
Its main entrance, the kitchen door;
which stood hospitably wide, reveal
ing an interior untenanted but warm
with recent use.
Coast did not enter, but moved
round toward the front of the house,
bis footsteps noiseless on the sod.
By the corner he stopped as though
he had run against an invisible bar
rier.
Ten feet, distant a woman stood In
the gateway of a fence of palings.
Half turned away from him and more,
so that only the rounded curves of
cheek and chin were visible, she
seemed absorbed in pensive meditation. One hand held the gate ajar,
the other touched her cheek with slender fingers. She was dressed plainly
to the verge of severity: a
tweed skirt ending a trifle above
ankles protected by high tan boots;
a blouse of heavy white linen with a
deep sailor collar edged with blue
sleeves rolled well above the elbow.
revealing arms browned, graceful and
round; for her head no covering other
than its own heavy coils of bronze
shot with gold.
Coast was conscious of a tightening
in his throat "producing a feeling of
suffocation, of a throbbing in his temples like the throbbing of a muffled
drum. In a trice he had forgotten
everything that had passed up to that
moment; even the haunting thought
of the murdered man dropped out of
his consciousness; he was unable to
entertain the faintest shadow of a
thought that did not center about this
woman, not a line of whose gracious
pose, not a tress of whose matchless
hair, not a tint of whose wonderful
coloring but was more intimate to his
memory than his own features.
She was she had been Katherine
Thaxter.
mist-boun-
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thinly-marke-

'

well-tailore- d

(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
Thfa superintendent
(of a crema
tory earns his living by urnlng the

dead.

Even though lie may not be a
drinking man, the undertaker sets
,
up the bier.

Lady Baltimore Cake

"Good

He

Godl"

Cried

The Most Popular Cake Thia Season
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
This is considered by many cooking
authorities the finest cake that can be
made, though in reality it is not at all

Aloud.

"What?"

difficult.

.

She lay stern to the water Taking and thickly thatched with reddish
the point of her stem as his guide, hair.
The man had been murdered, foulCoast turned inland again, on a line

K C Lady Baltimore Cake
One cup butter; 2 cups granulated
sugar; 1 cup milk; I teaspoonful roses
water; 3 cups flour; 3 level teaspoon-fulK C Baking Powder; whites of 6
eggs, beaten dry.
Cream the butter and beat ih the sugar

as straight as possible considering ly slain by a means singular and
the slanting lay of the land and the unique outside the Orient Deep
impossibility of seeing anything be- buried in a crease round his throat
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TO

PREVENT

SOIL

BLOWING

Planting of Windbreaks Will Temper
Force of Winds and Prevent Loss
of Much Land.
The older a country becomes and
the drier the season is, the greater is
the danger of the wind blowing away
the best part of the soil. The windier
the country, and the less timber and
hedge rows and windbreaks there are
the greater toe danger of blowing,
says Wallace's Farmer. There is not
much danger of It when a new prairie
sod is broken up, because the vegetable fiber holds the soli together in a
surprising way. There is not much
danger when the land Is well supplied with vegetable matter through
the application of manure or In any
other way. The danger Increases with
the absence of windbreaks and with
the decrease of vegetable matter in
the soil through continual cultivation.
The danger Is always greater when
the surface of the land Is smooth, as
after It has been rolled or grain has
been harrowed In rather than disked.
This will Indicate the best method of
prevention.
We are told that there are large
areas In Canada where the land has
been farmed a number of years, whore
a warranty deed, no matter by whom
given, will not hold the land. The
same condition of things will exist In
the newly settled west, particularly In
the seml-arlsection, If the land Is
given over continuously to the cultivation of crops.
A good soli contains only about two
per cent, of vegetable matter, and
when this Is reduced to one per cent..
which will certainly be the case if a
rational system of farming is not al
lowed, these soils will blow when
there is a wind. Hence the remedy
Is: Keep your soil In some way as
full of vegetable matter as It was when
the raw prairie was first broken up.
Plant windbreaks. We were greatly
Impressed thirty years ago with the
difference In the force of the winds In
the adjoining counties of Madison and
Adair. Madison county was settled up
many years before Adair, and whenever we passed from Madison into
Adair county we noticed that the
winds had Increased force. In the early
settlement of Madison county, wind
breaks were planted, thus causing the
winds to rise as they passed over,
leaving the fields In a comparative
calm, while the prairies were windswept. t)ne can scarcely realize the
difference that a windbreak each mile
would make in the force of the winds.
Hence the planting of windbreaks,
even if only around the house and
barns, but much more if in long belts
to the west, will temper the force of
the winds and prevent soli blowing. '
Next, avoid leaving a smooth surface for the winds to blow over. 1n
these sections no roller which leaves
the land smooth should be used for
any purpose, unless Immediately followed by the harrow. In sections in
any part of the country where blowing
is to be anticipated, the broadcast
seeder should never be used, but always the drill, thus leaving the surface rough, and in a measure preventing blowing. The main thing, however, Is to keep the soil plentifully
supplied with vegetable matter, which
can be done only by the adoption of a
rotation.

Coast had seen a knotted loop of
crimson silk whipcord the
Above It the face was a
of the
grinning mask of agony and fear,
dark with congested blood; a face
that, none the less despite those
blurred and
frightfully shadowed,
swollen features had unquestionably
once been comely in the youthful
Irish way.
He rose and searched the ground
for Indications of a struggle. He
found none. No confusion of foot
prints about the dead man showed on
the damp earth. Apparently the vic
tim had been taken from behind, with'
out warning.
Irresolute, baffled, he lingered for
another moment.
By his side the dog howled deep
and long.
He turned,
and fled the
place, bearing with him what he was
not to forget for many a nignt: the
picture of the blind dog mourning
beside the crumpled, lifeless
Thing that had been its master, there
in that nameless spot of death and
desolation.
The horror of it crawled like delirium in his brain.
bow-strin- g
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HOED

CROP

PROFITABLE

Will Accomplish All That Bare Fallow
Possibly Can and Still Show Con-- ,
slderable More Profit.

half-fain-

t,

j

The more I study the value of intense culture and thorough cultivation
given some hoed crop the more I have
come to appreciate its value in our
crop rotations. No practical farmer,
who has given some hoed crop thorough cultivation during the whole of a
growing season has failed to note the
good effects upon the succeeding crops
in the rotation that they are practicing.
Years ago the old practice of bare
summer fallowing ' found favor in
many farming sections, but during recent years the decreased price of farm
products and the decreased cost of
labor has made its use actually pro
hibitive, besides the practical farmers
have discovered that a hoed crop will
accomplish all that a bare fallow pos
sibly can and still pay better than any
other crop that Is raised In the ro
tation.
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LIVE STOCK NOTES.

Sheep increase the value of a farm.
Keep the ewes in clean sheds and
gradually. Sift together, three times,
the flour and baking powder, and add feed oats, bran and oil meal.
to the butter and sugar, alternately with
More mules die of accident and old
the milk and rose water. Lastly, add age than from disease.
three-laycake
Bake
in
whites.
the egtf
Breeding young ewes leads to a
pans. Put tlie layers together with the
of the flock.
"weakening
following frosting'.
Ewes should not be used for breedNote The cake is a lnrsre one and sells at
ing before a year and a half old.
34
Strong, vigorous pigs when a week
old will .care for themselves, barring
accidents.
Uniformity in the size of a bunch
of hogs has a great deal to do with the
-w1
""S
price they will bring.
Because sheep have warm coats, it
does not follow that they can be ex(Frosllnii for Lady Baltimore Cake
posed to wet and storms.
Thrre tttps granulated sugar: 1 cup boiling
When the boar pigs are about 6
water: whites oj '3 eggs: J cup chopped raisins: I
months old they should be separated
cup chopped
Sjigs cut in thin slices.
Stir the sugar and water until the from the rest of the herd.
A field of sweet corn sown broadcast
sugar is dissolved, then let boil without
stirring until the syrup from a .spoon In June will make fine feed in the fall,
will spin a long thread; pour upon the as the pigs are extremely fond of It
whites of the eggs, beaten dry, beating
When a hog reaches 200 pounds In
Continue the weight it requires extra good care and
constantly meanwhile.
add
beating until the frosting is cold;
an expert feeder to continue to lay on
the fruit and spread upon the cake,
flesh at a profit.
The K C Cook's Book contains ninety Just
A check rein is unnecessary cruelty.
such delicious recipes. bread, muffins, cakes
and pastry. You can secure a cop yrw by send-- I For the horse that occasions trouble
can
in
certificate
every
packed
ing the
of K C Baking Powder to the JaqitesMfo. Co.. by reaching down after grass or corn,
Small cans do not contain Cook's
Chicatro.
try a muzzle, but leave his head free.
er

iave
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(By W. M. KELLET.)

n

water-line-

Man's Land?" he muttered
huskily . . . "Land of devils .
"No

'

e

yond a radius of, a few feet.
He had not gone far upon this
tack before he stumbled upon a path
of hardpacked earth, obviously made
by human feet. Then he found himself mounting a rather steep grade,
and in another moment was face to
wall
face with a plain weather-boardeof a wooden building.
There were no windows that he
could
discover on this side, and
though he listened keenly he heard no
sounds from within. Other buildings "presented themselves successively, as like as peas
to one another and to the first he had
encountered: all peopled exclusively
by the seven howling devils of desolation and their attendant court of
rata or so he surmised from sundry
sounds of scurryings and squeaks.
He gathered that he was threading
a rude sort of street, fringed, on one
side to seaward with the abandoned
dwellings of what had apparently been
a small fishing community.
"No Man's Land Indeed!" be commented. "Certainly lives up to the
name, even if it's some place else. It
m
...v pnnflision Of his
1 lit
UUl .,f
' thn
to look as if I'd drawn a blank.
begins
in
sin
in which ennui stalked
. .
But Aonleyard . . .?"
rnmnnnionshin with perturba
five-elght-

He was moved vaguely to liken the
place to the Cold Liars of the Jungle
Books.
"Only infinitely sordid," he
mused, at pause: "lacking the majesty and the horror . . . Wonder
had I better go back?"
As he bung In the wind, debating
what to do, whether to press on or
to be sensible, swayed this' way and
imthat by doubts and
pulses, somewhere near, seemingly at
his very elbow, certainly not twenty
feet away, suddenly a dog howled.
Long drawn, lugubrious with a note of
lamentation, the sound struck discordant upon his overtaut senses, shocking him (before he knew 'It) to outspoken protest.
God!" he cried aloud.
"Good
,"Wbat ?"
His Tolce must have carried to the
animal; he heard a whine, the quick
.padding of paws, and a huge Scotch
collie bounded clumsily out of the
mists, passed him within an arm's
length, vanished and returned, whining and circling, nose to ground, as if
confused and unable to locate him. He
watched the animal,
with wonder at its erratio actions;
then unconsciously moved slightly. A
pebble grated beneath his foot The
dog wheeled toward him Instantly1
and paused at attention, a forepaw
lifted, ears pricked forward, delicate
nostrils expanding and contracting
as he sniffed for the scent of man.
"Here, boy, here!" Coast called soft
ly; and the next moment had the animal fawning upon him, alternately
cringing at his feet and jumping up
to muzzle his legs and hands, as if
they were his own master's.
,
"Good boy! Steady now!
so!" Pdzzled by this demonstrative
reception, boast bent over the animal,
trying to soothe It with voice and
hand. It was plainly in a state of
high excitement and evidently deepfor his , sympathetic
ly grateful
toleration. He caught the finely modeled head between his palms, lifting
up the muzzle. "Come, now," he said
in a soothing tone, "let's have a look
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Domestic Block Swiss Cheese,

per lb. 25 cents

Finest Milwaukee Brick Cheese,

per lb. 25 cents

Full Cream Cheese, per lb. 20 cents.
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NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

ALBUQUERQUE
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14, 1911.
Excursion Rates on all Railroads.
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SECOND"

MANEUVER

Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

For the Balance of this Month
We Will Sell Our Best

A

HUES

a lesser number of contestants, taoie
who did .not make good records be
ing eliminated. This means the cor.
test will be on in earnest. Colonel
Abbott will announce the scores Vju
day to day.
General Brookes will Issue to the
men who qualify for the rifle team
to represent New Mexico at the annual shoot at Camp Perry some espe
cially selected rifles. These weapons
are equipped with the latest improved sights and General Brookes desires
that the riflemen have an opportunity
to practice with them for some tlr.e
before entering the national shoot.
The First Regiment band is the admiration of the visitors
to Camp
Mills. Its' playing is excellent and is
an enjoyable feature of the life at
the camp.

(Continued From Page One)
Wanted At White Kitchen, waiter
and short order cook.
with the trenches of the support when
it arrived on the line. .
Lemon Ice cream at White Kitchen
The advance was thus continued,
for supper tonight.
the attackers digging and fighting.
From the time the attackers came
Positively no camping, fishing
under the fire of the defenders they
hunting allowed on onr ranch.
were forced to lie down and keeD
W. and P. J. Wesner.
down at each halt, but each time the
attackers advanced
did so at a
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon run and continued they
until the
running
barfrom
Served
at the Opera Bar.
Had It not been for trie rain yes
fire of the defenders forced them to
rels on the bar.
terday afternoon many towspeople
halt and again lie down.
One trench of the defenders was would have visited Camp Mills. Every
The name of the postofflce at Mon
constructed
at the head of an'arroyo vehicle possessed by the livery stables
terey, Otero county, has been chang
was engaged and many people plan
ed by the postal department to West over which it gave absolute command.
Unfortunately for the attackers, so ned to go out to the camp In automoTularosa.
soon as their firing line arrived at biles or other conveyances. In spite
weather there
Wanted Operator to copy Associat the arroyo, into it the men went Dell of the theratenlng
were several visitors present at guard
ed Press report over The Optic's mell, thus hoping to be protected from
mount and regimental parade.
leased wire daily except Sunday, 11:30 the fire of the enemy. The defenders
promptly opened Are from the trench.
to 2:30. Call on city editor.
thus enfilading the arroyo and forcing Yesterday and today the preclpita
The missionary tea of the Ladies' tne attackers to fall back. This con tion for the month of July was boost
ed considerably by heavy showers. It
League will be held tomorrow after- cluded the maneuver.
noon at 2:30 o'clock at the home of
Thursday will be pay day at Camn rained off and on a good part of the
Mills. General Brookes says the
Mrs. Olney, 519 Douglas avenue.
pa night. Today was cloudy and the
items for the soldiers will amount to coolness In temperature made the
Special midsummer waists, low about $9,000. This does not fnduJe day more like fall than the middle of
summer. The rainfall was especallly
neck, klmona sleeves, embroidered in other expenses of the encampment.
The health of the regiment Is re- - heavy In the mountains and on the
light blue, heliotrope and pink, at 98c
.
at the store of Hoffman & Graubarth. markably good. But one case is re mesa.
ceiving the attention of the surgeons
The carriage to Harvey's made a at the hospital, an enlisted
man
Evangelist Stewart who Is conduct
special trip this morning, taking out having fallen a victim to a light at ing revival meetings at the First Bap
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Hodson, R S tack of rheumatism.
tist chcrch has met with such success
General Brookes will announce to that he has decided
Randall and friend, and Miss Pauline
to remain
morrow the complete program for throughout this week.
Rogers.
Tonight his
Governor's Day. The governor will subject will be "Chambers of Mem
will leave Las Vegas at 3 p. m.. accomDan- - ory." To date the conversions total
The normal summer school
come to an end Thursday evening and led by his staff. The First Regiment, itwenty-fou- r
to the different churches.
the San Miguel county teachers' in commanded by Colonel E. C. Abbott,
will march to a point one-hamile
TtarfliiRA- nf- fha
Snnta i'Vaj tun
stitute, which is being conducted In
- "
.oniii
south
of CamD
wiiere it wu! belns weakened by the absence of
the Normal building, will end Satur
meet the governor and act as his os
Examinations for the summer
several star players, the Ancient Citv
day.
General! otvarfAtrnf
.
a.
J
AA
school students will be held Wednes cort back to the camn.
016 g0VGrnr At
to
the Grays there yes- day and Thursday. Examinations for
win Ob an inspection terday.
"""
the institute students who desire' to
vi me regiment preceded by a review
try to qualify for teachers certflcates of the troops
at which Governor Mills
will be held Friday and Saturday.
Saturday at Dawson, Trinidad dewill be present Following this there
will be an Inspection of the camp by feated Brierly's braves by a score of
8 to 4. Yesterday Dawson got even
Just for a prank four guardsmen the governor. In the
evening at 7
by swamping Craig's team 12 to 2.
yesterday afternoon stole a basket of o'clock the oflcers of the
regiment
grapes from a "butcher" on one of will give a camp dinner at which
the delayed Santa Fe trains as it Governor Mills will
he the guest o? The street car company has an
stood at the station. Santa Fe Officer Honor. The
governor's istaff and a nounced that It will run a car to the
Wells learned of the theft and gave few invtied guests will also hn asylum at 1 a. m. each day until the
chase to the soldiers, whom he suc present.
close of the encampment.
ceeded in capturing. The men agreed
In spite of the rain there were manv
to pay the cost of the grapes, $6. They visitors at Camp Mills
yesterday. The
Hot lunch every mornlne at 10
were turned over to their company First Regiment band gave a concert
commander who ordered them put in which was highly enjoyed by the civil o'clock at the Opera Bar.
the guard house.
ians. Guard mount and regimental
Lemon Ice cream at White Kitchen
parade were also witnessed by mauv
for sHpper tonight.
General Brookes and
Saturday evening at the residence townspeople.
of Rev. J. S. Moore, pastor of St. the other officers regretted that the
A large number of National Guards
Paul's Memorial Episcopal church, oc- rain interfered with a large number of
curred the marriage of Miss Stella people's plans to visit the camp. They men from Camp Mills were down town
Weedell and George A. Bryan. Mr. hope many people will Journey from Saturday night.'' The boys all had a
and Mrs. Bryan left for a honeymoon Las Vegas to Camp Mills on Gover good time but enjoyed themselves in
'
an orderly fashion.
trip to Colorado Springs and Denver. nor's Day.
The
on
marksmen
the
todav
range
They will be gone about two weeks.
Returning Mr. and Mrs. Bryan will completed their "first course. Shottreside in Las Vegas. Mrs. Bryan came ing will be renewed tomorrow wirh
here several months ago from Ham
mond, Ind.
During the time she haj
""""
"""
' UL1
resided here she has made many
H
friends. Mr. Bryan is an engineer in
the employ of the Santa Fe. He is
one of the most popular railroad men
on the New Mexico division.

Only a Few More Days
In Which You Can Get a Suit at

33 3jper cent Off
--
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GREENBERGER'S
Don't Hesitate-Do- n't
Wait and then
Say: "Why didn't I Get One of Those
Bargains."

The Prices
030.O0 Suits This Sale$2O.0O
27.50 Suits This Sale W.35
25.00 Suits This Sale 1G.G5
22.50 Suits This Sale 15.00
20.00 Suits This Sale 13.35
lO.OO Suits This Sale 12.00
15.00 Suits This Sale I COO
12.50 Suits This Sffa

10.00 Suits This Sale

8.35

G.65

Have Your House

Wired
Then you can use any of
the modern appliances.

lf

Call up and we will make

you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

4

"wi

ESTABLISHED 187G
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First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS,' President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

'

Py

,

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite

FfotofM.ln

Coal, all sizes

J

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

f. G Oil D OH

Van Houten's
COCOA

Is universally acknowledged to be
.

Hot Work!

THE BE5T PLACE
in Las Vegas to buy
Groceries and Meats

new.

fussing around a cook stove

in any kind of weather. Let
Us do your Baking for You.

J. II. STEARNS

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

Phone Main 81.

"Home-made-

''

The

CJoarL':a far Tiia Gntte

J. C. JOHNSEN

& SON.

"Complete Furnishers of the Home."

FOR 30 DAYS
Pride Flour
$1. 30 per Sac it
Every Sack Guaranteed

Las Vegas Roller Mills
ij t : phone Main 131

Cemetery Volso

CIoli-O- l

i

'

I

JULY AT HARVEY'S
Cool and comfortable.

cents each. Call and See Them.

These will np oi ftaken f$om the cemetery
vases as the v are listjess for ither purposes. '

Boucher
t (The Coffee Man.),

Just Received

CLOUD

12linches high, made of best quality glass with pointed base
to insert in the soil.

SO

'

hi

The Finest Line of Hammocks in Las Vegas
...At Reasonable Prices...

Bread, Rolls, Cakes, Pies'
and Cookies will be found
itary Bakery Goods.'

a
ri? urmiure

jr
11

Porch Furniture, Swings, etc, Old Hickory Chairs and Rockers.

,

OUR CHARGES
ARE SMALL
TRY THE WORK.

Best

TN0

They are starched to Just the
right degree, in Just the right
places, and are ironed by girls
who do this work so well that
when finished the garments
really look better than when

We cheerfully recommend
this famous brand

The

r

color.

Its great strength, perfect
solubility, absolute parity and
delicacy of flavor make it the
Peer of all Cocoas
;

here. The ""Home of San

THE GRAAF & HAVWARD CO.

The Highest Grade of Cocoa
in the World

I

ii

1
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Utilities

Ladies' dainty lingerie Is given
especial attention at our plant
and is laundered in a way that
delights every particular woman.
We wash your dainty muslins
and laces carefully, and we
give them a clear, bright white

Best and Goes Farthest

Phon.Maln2f

mi

i

Laundered

STRAYED

OR STOLEN
A black horse with white Bpot in
face, branded Z on left hip and XZ on
same side. Notify. Mrs. S. A. Irwin,
Colmor, N. M., and receive reward.

Summer

Dainty Undergarments Nicely

"i

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrillos

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

like

ordinary

& Son
riion
oh Phono Main 276
Phono Main 402

Perry
Storo

G

k

v

V

Ran

Tony Faust draught beer Is on tap
at the Opera Bar, and Is one of the

Excellent home table.
finest draught beers served, over any
Saddle burros free.
tar in the city.
Excursions everrwLere.
Carriage out Wed. and Saturday.
Finch's Golden Wedding Ryu, aged
Termsi ... $2 per day; $10 per week. m the' wcod. Direct
from distillery
Leave orders
Murphey1.
to yon. At the "Lobbyrof course.
I

'

